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Saved from suicide overseas
Student and
Laurier Security
stop Australian
online crib
player from
suicide attempt

The Globe and Mail reports that
relations between Canada and
Iran are stressed as a result of
Iran's alleged nuclear ambitions.
Pettigrew,
Peter
the
Canadian Foreign Affairs
Minister, called for reforms of
the Human Rights Commission
and noted that the conference
for nuclear disarmament was
ineffective.
Pettigrew also spoke at the
United Nations and noted that
Iran had a poor human rights
record and obliged the nation to
eschew its nuclear weapons
program.
"The human rights violations
in Iran are serious and they
must stop," said Pettigrew said,
continuing, "Iran continues to
fail to implement many of its
international obligations with
respect to human rights."

Staff Writer

On

Thursday March 10,
Laurier security responded
to a call after Nathan Pascoe, a
first year student in Laurier Place
residence, found himself witnessing the suicide attempt of an
acquaintance in Australia over his
webcam.
Pascoe avidly plays crib on
the Internet, where he had met
Shaun*, a male nurse
in
Melbourne, Australia. They had
been chatting to each other for
the past four years. So when
Shaun sent Pascoe a webcam
invitation, it was nothing unusual. However, when he accepted
the invitation, he found himself
face to face with Shaun holdiiTg a
butcher knife. Pascoe was horrified when his friend typed "this is
it"and proceeded to slit his

Pascoe says his first reaction
was to immediately begin to "figure out how to get to him because
he was in Australia."
As Pascoe said, "First thing I
did was talk to my friend Hayley
[Steward]," a student in his resi-

dence.
Steward stated, "As a lifeguard, my first reaction is life;
that's why I told him to call 911.
He was clearly in shock... I had
to beg him to ca11... he kept saying there was nothing they would
be able to do, but I insisted that
[911] would be able to connect
him to Australia."
Shortly after Pascoe spoke
with Steward, he placed a call to
911. However, they proved to be
of no help in the situation.
Pascoe stated, "911 told me that
they couldn't get a hold of
Australia... 911 actually had me
on the Internet looking up phone
numbers for Australia because
they don't have any of that stuff;
they don't even have the Internet
at 911."

PROVINCIAL
Haircuts may get costlier

Sydney Helland

Nathan Pacoe, pictured in his Laurier Place room above, accepted a webcarfi conversation with a longtime fellow crib player in Australia, only to witness him cut his own wrists. He then called 911 for help.
Soon after, 911 contacted

Laurier Security, who attended
Pascoe's residence.
As Director of Community
Safety and Security Rod Curran
said, the officers "were mainly
concerned about the Laurier student... as what he had witnessed
is obviously quite traumatizing."
Laurier Security officers
McDonald and Cousineau con-

was," Pascoe stated. "If we didn't
have the global connections we
wouldn't have been able to get to
him."
While searching for this infor-

tacted Division Three of the
Waterloo Police upon arrival,
informing them of the situation.
Then, through joint efforts,

mation, Security worked through
Pascoe to talk to Shaun. "We
never let him know [security]
was here... Security told me what
to say and I would say it to him
and we kept him talking."
"If it wasn't for the security
guys I don't think I would have
known what to say," he adds.
Laurier Security confirmed

the Waterloo Police and Laurier
Security contacted the Melbourne
authorities. Pascoe only had

that it took four hours to locate
the Australian. Curran stated, "It
took a long time, a lot of phone

Shaun's phone number which
was not enough to locate him.
Pascoe and security began the
process of asking approximately
100 members of the online crib
league for any information about
Shaun's location.
"Everybody had a little bit of
his information and eventually
we pulled together where he

calls and passing information
back and forth." For this reason,
he said, it is "important to have a
good working relationship with
the Waterloo Regional Police."
Security commended Pascoe,
saying he "did a good job, and
did the right thing by contacting
us. He probably saved [Shaun's]

Shaun has since recovered and is
now receiving proper counselling. Pascoe declined counselling to help him cope with the

traumatic situation.
Reflecting back on the situation Pascoe said, "It's crazy; it
was a weird thing to happen. I
have never had anything or heard
of anything like that happen like
this before, so it really shocked
me... He's my friend, and that's
what you do when your friend's
in trouble you help them."
He also commented on security's role, stating, "I'm definitely
impressed with everything that
they did. Without them, nothing
-

would have got done."
If you or someone you know

is contemplating suicide, call
Laurier's Peer Helpline at 884PEER.
Surname has been excluded to
protect the individual's identity.
*

life."

Jetsgo fiasco affects cheap travellers
Ticket prices for rival airlines
already beginning to rise
KARA BERTRAND

left rival airlines full to capacity.

As many as 17,000 passengers
were left stranded last Thursday
night across North America as the
now defunct Jetsgo Airlines
ceased operations. Jetsgo, a discount airline, had been having
financial troubles for about a
year, but continued to accept
bookings up until closure. As the

Air Canada and WestJet have
already begun to raise ticket
prices without the extra competition of Jetsgo in the market. So of
course, that means more money
out of the pocket of consumers
for a problem they did not cause.
Reimbursement is a trickier issue
that is solely dependent on how
the traveller purchased his or her
tickets. The Travel Industry
Council of Ontario (TICO) issued

Staff Writer

airline filed for bankruptcy, thousands of travellers were left
scrambling for new flights and
reimbursement.
New flights were difficult to
find due to March Break which

clippings
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Canada to Iran: smarten up
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wrists.
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a statement on consumer protection for Jetsgo ticket holders.
-

Please see

Jetsgo, page 6

Liberal MP Lorenzo Beradinetti
is pushing a bill that would outlaw gender-based pricing, such
as the difference in prices for
men and women's haircuts,
reports the CBC.
The bill would institute
fines of up to $5,000 for charging one gender more than
another.

The bill is set to be debated
in mid-April and many critics
are already pointing to similar
legislation that was put in place
by California in 1996 that was
met with limited success.
LOCAL

RIM deals with Yahoo, AOL
CTV reports that Research in
Motion has made agreements
with America Online apd Yahoo
to provide support for the
Internet companies' instant
messaging services.
Shares in RIM gained nearly 10 percent in value after the
announcement of the agreement
was made.
"With instant messaging enjoying continued growth, we are very
pleased to be working with America
Online," said Mark Guibert, vicepresident of corporate marketing at
Waterloo.
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Pictured above is a Jetsgo plane on the runway. If you think it's getting off the ground any time soon, you are sadly mistaken.

CORRECTION: In the March 9, 2005 issue of The Cord Weekly, the
article "Harvard historian banned from the U.S." which appeared in
the International section, incorrectly identified the Somoza dictatorship of Nicaragua as Guatemalan. It also incorrectly identified
Reagan's support for Guatemalan Contras instead of Nicaraguan
Contras. The Cord regrets these errors.
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Coke paid for that
bursary you have
she acknowledged the
"significant" amount of funding,
which cannot be disclosed as dictated by the contract, eventually
convinced the student council to
vote in favour of renewal.
Alvin Law, vice-president of
the University of Alberta student
union, seemed less concerned
with criticism of the contract,
explaining the Coke deal, at least
at his school, offers benefits to
students above and beyond the
funding, which amounts to
$500,000 in scholarships and an
additional $50,000 fund specifically for special program use.
"Some of the things that have
been very beneficial to students
include vending prices; they
haven't changed in six years.
Some of the vending machines
still have $1 cans. The bottles are
probably the most competitively
priced . . basically across the
But

Cola companies
lure schools
with oodles of
funding
COSANNA PRESTON

CUP Alberta and Northern Bureau
Chief

The
EDMONTON (CUP)
University of Lethbridge joined
the growing ranks of renewing
cola-contract schools this year
when its student union hesitantly
re-signed an exclusivity deal with
Coca-Cola that promises the
union exceptional amounts of
funding.
—

Exclusive cola deals are coming up for renewal across the
country and Alberta is no exception. While the renewal dates for
the University of Alberta and
University of Calgary are three
years away, others like the
University of Lethbridge have
taken the lead in entering the second round of cola contracts.
The exclusive contracts first
came to Canada in 1995 when the

Erin Moore

A lot of Coke and little choice. Coke knows it has a stellar deal with a monopoly on many university campuses that's why it contributes funding. In exhange, students could get hooked on their products.
-

What do you think of

the. Coca-Cola

monopoly at Laurier?

"I like Mountain
Dew, that's Pepsi,
but I'm not too
concerned about
it."
PETE WILLIS
FIRST YEAR
BUSINESS

"I can't stand it!"

CAROLINE LUCAS
FIRST YEAR
COMMUNICATION STUIDES

"I think it's horrible
that we've been
branded, there's no
diversity and that's
what university is
supposed to be all

"Mrrimmm Coca
Cola good!"

MARIE BRYCE
SECOND YEAR
SOCIOLOGY

—

Additionally, McAdam said
he feels the exclusivity aspect
was inconsequential as he felt the
product did not have a substantial
impact on student life.
"This is probably why so
many universities have gone with
this," he said. "It's a modestly
invasive way of getting some revenue for the university that doesn't directly impact the undergraduate or graduate student experience, and of course that's the
most important thing."
Nevertheless, McAdam and
Law both said they would carefully monitor the newly renewed
contracts to examine their value

contracts.
Loralee Edwards, president of
the Lethbridge student union,
said this saturation was a major
topic of discussion when reviewing the contract.
"There was a concern about
.
exclusivity on campus.
Personally
just thinking of
how we see sales everywhere and
thinking of Naomi Klein's book
No Logo, and hating to have to be
a part of that
politically, I
found (it) to be a tough decision
for me to have to make."
.

.

—

"It would be nice if
they offered some
more options,
specifically water."

"I don't think it's
that big of an
issue."

As their contract is not up for
renewal until 2008, Law didn't
want to predict the student
union's actions so far in advance.
However, he did say the current
executive was happy with the
contract and he could not see a
reason to discontinue if a fair
renewal offer was presented.
Mike McAdam, vice-president of the University of Calgary,
expressed a similar sentiment,
noting the lack of a contract
would be significantly more damaging than the advertising concerns that accompany its existence, as it would include a loss
of scholarships and possibly cuts
in programming.

University of British Columbia
signed the initial deal. Since then,
numerous schools have followed,
including all three major universities in Alberta, though Calgary
chose Pepsi over Coke after the
initial bidding process.
The rules are relatively simple, the university or student
sign a conunion
or both
tract binding the campus to only
selling one type of cola. In
exchange, the university receives
funding which typically goes
toward scholarships, awards and
special programs.
Initially some students, concerned with the corporatization of
their campus and the lack of
choice available, contested the
—

Vocal Cord

.

city."

for the future.
Laurier is in the middle of a
ten year contract with Coca-Cola.

—

about!"

AMY PHILLIPS
SECOND YEAR
POLITICAL SCIENCE

BUSINESS

"Me love
long time."

companies
should get it, but
we're sick of
Dasani water."
JAMES NADEAU FIRST YEAR ECONOMICSGREG WHITFIELD FIRST YEAR POLI-SCI
-

-

#
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"Whoever has
the best competitive strategy
between the two

"Prices might be
cheaper if there
was more
competition."

PITER GOC
SECOND YEAR

SARA PATHES
SECOND YEAR
BUSINESS

TOBY CARON
SECOND YEAR
BUSINESS

LEO YU
FOURTH YEAR
ECONOMICS

Coke
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Athletic Complex construction on time
$4.3 million project to be done
by the end of August
STEPHANIE VOLLICK

Staff Writer

A

$4.3 million project to ren-

ovate the Laurier Athletic
is going well and is on
according to athletics
This renovation will
an 11,000 square foot
Fitness Centre and 9,000 square

Complex
schedule,
officials.
result in

feet of Kinesiology Labs.
Peter Baxter, director of
Recreation,
Athletics
and
described the progress of the renovations: "They're done the
structural steel. Now [they're]
putting the concrete floor in for
both the bottom level and the
upper level."
Baxter is confident that the
construction will be completed as

scheduled. "The construction is
due to be done by the end of July
or the first week of August." He
said there have been no major
problems that have caused delay.
"No major setbacks, just logistical things and small problems
with the weather and crane avail-

ability."
Dan Dawson, general manager of Student Services, agreed
with Baxter, commenting that
"the extended winter has been
managed fairly well." He anticipates the roof will soon be completed which will allow work on
the interior to begin. Since the
construction will be completed
by the beginning of August,
Dawson says that the rest of the
month will be utilised for bringing in the equipment and final
touches so the students will have
full use in September when the
fall term begins.

Coordinator of Facilities,
Events and Sponsorship Roly
Webster stated on the Golden
Hawk Athletics website that, "In
the next few weeks, block-layers
will be working hard to enclose
the structure to provide other subtrades the opportunity to begin
drywall, electrical, plumbing, etc.
in the new facility." Webster also
mentioned that air conditioning
for the facility is being worked
on.

Baxter worked with the students and the Students' Union to
develop the concept at the beginning of the project. Now he and
his staff work with the construction firm in weekly meetings. The
renovations are meant to provide

larger and better quality
Athletic Complex. "It will result
in a facility that will triple the
size of the athletic complex we
had," Baxter explained. The facility is meant to not only provide
for the number of people who
currently are interested in it, but
to encourage more students to
take advantage of the Athletic
Complex. Baxter is hopeful that
having more room and more
equipment will attract students to
the facility.
Dawson has been involved in
the budgeting of the project as
well as dealing with the Student
Services advisory committee. He
said the benefit for the students is
that the new building will "bring
all of the elements of personal fitness into one room that will be
supervised." He explained that
there will be trained staff that can
support students in their training.
First year psychology student
Melissa White is happy with the
renovations: "I'm really looking
forward to the renovations being
completed at the AC because I
take aerobics classes there and I
think it will be beneficial to have
more space and facilities for it."
First year kinesiology student
Jen Malyk expressed her excitement about the project: "As a first
year kinesiology student, I'm
very excited and thrilled that
we're getting more labs and
effective equipment to work with.
Also, having a wide range of
facilities there, not only kinesiology students can benefit but the
entire students and faculty of
Laurier."
Programs Co-ordinator Anita
Gardner shared her feelings about
the renovations: "We have had
limited space, for example the
cardio room is in the classroom,
but giving that up for a year in
order to get a new facility is
worth it." She added, "We are
very excited for the opening."
Only a few minor details of
the original plans for the renovations have changed and Dawson
described them as "cosmetic
changes." There have been major
renovations of the AC in the past.
In 2001 $2.5 million was spent on
upgrading the facility. The money
a

came from donations.

Construction Photos: Erin Moore, Baxter (above) courtesy of www.laurieratheletics.com

Director of Athletics and Recreation, Peter Baxter pictured bottom-right claims that construction at the
Athletic Complex will be complete by early August.

News Bites

The club's next competition is
in New York State, to be held in

EQUESTRIAN CLUB BUILDS A

SWEATSHOP AWARENESS
WEEK
Sweatshop Awareness Week will

NAME FOR ITSELF

Five members of the Laurier
Equestrian Club enjoyed success
in a horse show against the
University of Guelph Equestrian
Team last Friday, March 11.
In the midst of several Laurier
campus clubs, it has been difficult for the club to make a name
for itself, says a recent press
release from the club. But at this
last horse show, participants
made them proud.
Erin Murray, a member of the
club, earned two first place ribbons. Other club members who
won various places include
Lindsay Armstrong, Frances
Maclaren, Adriana Bell, and
Lindsay Armstrong.

'

J

'^:

fall of 2005.

be highlighted by the Students
Against Sweatshops club at
Laurier with showings of documentaries and displays in the
concourse.
From March

14 to 16, several

documentaries are being shown
in the 24-hour Lounge in the Fred
Nichols Campus Centre such as
Roger and Me and No Logo:
Globalization,
Brands
Resistance.

On Wednesday, March 16,
there will be a raffle of fair trade
items, awareness booths, a bake
sale, free fair trade coffee, and
letter-writing to sweatshop based
institutions.

LOUIE'S OWES MONEY STILL

With the accumulation of unpaid
taxes amounting to nearly half a
million dollars, the Ministry of
Finance went to the Alcohol and
Gaming Commission to have the
liquor license of Loose Change
Louie's revoked. A hearing was
held on February 22, however
owner Mike Bayer did not attend.
The Record reported that the ministry has been trying to collect the
money since August of 2001.
Louie's closed in early
February with no notice to
employees. A sign on the door
had indicated that the establishment's lease had been terminated.
Unpaid rent amounted to $170,
000 at that time.
Compiled by Fraser King
or April Cunningham
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Board
Editorial
New
take
Ecohawks want you to
with
talent
peppered
the Nature Challenge
FRASER KING
News Editor

Environmental Awareness
Committee to encourage students
to look after their environment

by reducing energy consumption

Ten brave souls have formed a
fellowship to seek great adventure. The adventure they have
found is making a paper.
Brandon Currie, the incoming
EIC for The Cord, has finally finished the "gruelling" task of
selecting his editorial board for
the 2005 2006 Cord.
Filling the roles of news editors will be the duo of Dan
Polischuk and Adrian Ma. "Both
proved their writing skills over
the past year and will do an excellent job," said Currie. Polischuk
plans on increasing regional coverage which Currie hopes will
help with home delivery of The
Cord. Currie was also impressed
with Ma's interview skills and
Currie believes that his experience should be a benefit.
Taking the position of
Opinion Editor is Carly Beath.
"Her biggest challenge will be
maintaining the quality of the
Opinion section, but with her
experience and growth over the
years she should be able to meet
the challenges," noted Currie.
Some of the specific challenges
that Currie thinks Beath will face
include forming a Community
Editorial Board and choosing
columnists.
The new International Editor
is going to be Tony Ferguson.
'Tony has an excellent knowledge of international events and
has an excellent breadth of international writing," said Currie.
Currie also noted Ferguson's ability to relate international events
to Laurier as an admirable skill.
Taking on the challenge of the
new bi-weekly feature is Blair
who
Currie
Forsyth-Stark,
described as having "lots of good
ideas that will be both interactive
and interesting." A laughing
-

CAITLIN HOWLETT
Editor-in-Chief

Turn

off your MSN.

Something as simple as
turning off our computer when
you're not using it, can help
reduce your total energy expenditure and make you one step closer to being a success story in
David Suzuki's nature challenge.
Starting March 21 through to the
23rd, Laurier's Environmental

Awareness Committee will be
running their own campaign promoting David Suzuki's Nature

Challenge.
"I think a lot of students care,
but just don't know what to do,"
says Jared Kolb, an executive
member of the Environmental
Committee
Awareness
their camDuring
(Ecohawks).
paign, the organization will be

handing out pamphlets identifying the Nature Challenge and the
requirements. Kolb hopes that 10
percent of the student community
will respond to the challenge.
There are 10 ways in which to
improve the quality of life,
according to Suzuki's challenge.
All anyone needs to do is
tackle three of the 10, and commit by signing up on line. Kolb
believes the easiest three for students to tackle are to eat meatfree meals one day a week, buy
locally grown food and produce
and reduce home energy expenditure by 10 percent.
For those
who
missed
Suzuki's recent lecture at the
University of Waterloo, a similar
version entitled "Suzuki Speaks",
will be played for any interested
members of the Laurier commu-

Contributed Photo

Pollution makes David Suzuki
sad, just like Captain Planet.
nity on March 20 at 7pm in BA
101. "[Suzuki] is so respected,
especially with people our age
since most of us grew up watching the Nature of Things," says
Kolb, and hopes that their campaign and presenting Suzuki's
film will motivate students to
take the challenge.
"We're a university and we're
supposed to be progressive, but
environmentally, we're really
backwards," says Kolb who is
convinced that with further steps
like ensuring recycling bins in all
classrooms and composting programs for items like print cartridges and batteries, Laurier can
move forward as an environmentally aware and friendly campus.
"Maybe this campaign
can
impact the popular conscious-

ness."

Last check indicated that
156,581 people have taken the
Nature Challenge. Shouldn't you
be next?
See www.davidsuzuki.org for
further information.

i

<:

Currie also noted that "there is
going to be some controversy."
Bringing Laurier the scoop on
local Arts and Entertainment is
Alex Hayter. '1 was genuinely
impressed by his writing ability,"
said Currie, also noting that
Hayter's knowledge of arts and
entertainment pertinent to the
Laurier community is top-notch.
Currie describes the next
Sports Editor, Mike Brown, as
nothing less than an "outstanding
candidate." Currie noted that
Brown's dedication was second
to none and was capable of facing
any challenges that may face him.
Currie noted that there is a
"definite challenge" for the new

Special Projects Editor, April
Cunningham. The lack of investigative journalism at Laurier is
going to be challenging for
Cunningham. "Her interviewing,
investigating and writing skills
are going to help her cope with
the challenges," noted Currie.
"Spicing things up" as the
new Student Life Editor is
Michelle Pinchev. Currie noted
that Pinchev, "is going to bring a
lot of new ideas to student life, I
think she will invigorate it."
A new role for The Cord is
that of Cord historian someone
-

in charge of writing a history for
the 79-year-old paper for the 80th
anniversary next year. Set to meet
that goal is Kris Cote, who Currie
describes as "the perfect candidate, I've seen his research in
action." Currie also noted that
Cote's punctuality, comprehension and aspirations to be a historian combine to make him an
ideal candidate.
"I am extremely pleased with
my new Editorial Board," said
Currie, noting with a laugh, '1 am
looking forward to school to end
so we can start working on the
new paper."
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Having a gigantic flaming smokestack like the one pictured above is
not going to help you reach your One-Tonne Challenge goals.
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Airline shutdown
leaves thousands
abandoned
Jetsgo from cover

Tell us what you think. If I Jl3ll
cord@wlusp.com
ii
''

1

given to customers but it is

Travellers who booked directly
with Jetsgo have little chance of
reimbursement.
Those who booked through
travel agencies are a lot more
ahead of the game than ones who
did not. The Ontario Travel
Industry Compensation Fund
covers consumers who did not
receive the travel services that
they paid for due to bankruptcy of
a travel agent, of an airline or
cruise ship and who have booked
through an Ontario-registered

travel agent.
Some credit card companies
are reimbursing customers who
used credit cards to book a Jetsgo
plane ticket. It is unknown just
how much reimbursement will be

hoped to be full. The Federal
government has ruled out financial aid for ticket-holders.
The closing of Jetsgo came at
the most inopportune time as
many families had booked
flights through the airline for
March Break trips. Many of
these families will be instead
spending their holidays at home,
with thousands of dollars less in
their pockets.
Jetsgo had been functioning
as an airline since 2002- and was
home to 29 jets. Founded and
majority owned by Michel
Leblanc, it had over 1.200
employees up until its closure.

The deadline for Booking is
FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 2005

If you are planning on writing your
Winter 2005 Final Exams through
the Accessible Learning Centre, you
need to book them NOW!!!

Contributed Graphic

No more smiles and no more miles for Jetsgo.

DROP By ICU, ARTS WINS FOR
THE FORMS, or download at

www.mylaurier.ca/accessible

Student Publications is

Blueorint
A

m

publications;

Positions:

Positions:

Associate Editor (3 positions

Photographers

Head of Production
Online Content Coordinator
Logistics Manager
Advertising Coordinator
Marketing Coordinator

Distribution Coordinator

Copy Editing Manager
Copy Editors
Corporate Secretary

Human Resources Assistants
Print Production Assistants

Online Production Assistants
Advertising Assistants

Writers

Finance Assistants

j

Applications are due Friday,
March 18 at s:oopm.

for next yfar!
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A,

available)

hiring

Applications are due Friday,
April 1 at s:oopm.

Writers for the following
sectionsNews

Student Life
International
Arts

&

Entertainment

Sports
Features

Special Projects

Cord History
Summer Opinion Columnists
Applications are due Friday,
April 1 at s:oopm.

Applications are available in the WLUSP office in the basement of MacDonald House.
Please direct questions to blueprinteic@wlusp.com or president@wlusp.com

Academic Issues Committee and WLUSU congratulate Laurie Sadowski
j:
for her winning entry in the WLUSU Essay Contest.
V
Congratulations are also extended to Alyson Cranshaw and
%
Fraser King for placing 2nd and 3rd, respectively.

J
L
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Laurier University has a history of high volunteerism

comparison to other universities across Canada.
| Put forward a theory that explains why the volunteer

l|§f

culture within Laurier has been so successful."
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academic issues committee
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visit www.wlusu.com to view the other winning entries
The possibility of the reason for the high level of volunteerism at Laurier is due to the small, community-esque atmosphere.
By Laurie Sadowski
compensations
Ah yes, the alleged 'selfishness' of volunteering. Why selfish? Because deep down, it makes the do good-er feel great. "It is one of the most beautiful
other
1
of life that no man can sincerely try to help another without helping himself." Wilfrid Laurier University has a high level of volunteerism in comparison to
universities in Canada. In my essay, I am going to explore the possibility of the reason for the high level of volunteerism at Laurier is due to the small, communityesque atmosphere.

I

On December 6th 1944, the Board of Governors compiled a Mission Statement for WLU, complete with our values. One of these values included: "We believe in
our obligation to foster knowledge, skills and wisdom throughout the community". Community: it is that simple. Growing up in a small city myself, I have realized
how important living in an actual community (as opposed to large city) is. My big city friends are flabbergasted that when Igo for jogs in my town, where everyone
potential
says hello, smiles, and is friendly. You discuss your day, the weather, and town news. I could not fathom living m a place where bustling (along with
,
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rudeness) is constant.
2
The small population of Laurier is a factor in the community that it portrays. In 2003, the population was approximately 9500 full-time students . That number is
significantly higher (more than double, in fact), than it was twenty years ago. It is almost impossible to walk through any area of the school without seeing students
from your classes. Laurier's tight knit layout gives that opportunity, which is the layout for our community, our 'city'.

Laurier is easily compared to that of your typical small city. The amenities and services provided in the 'basic city' are at a student's fingertips in the community at
WLU. ERT (Emergency Response Team) consists of certified first aid volunteers that attend all campus events. In addition their nightly patrolling of Wilfs and the
Turret keep everyone on campus in good hands. The Peer Help Line provides Laurier students with a trustworthy and dependable phone service with assistance to
any situations or problems. The external volunteers in this establishment make themselves known at various campaigns throughout the year. BACCHUS promotes
awareness about four of the most important university related things: drinking, sex, drugs, and stress. Raising money for chanties such as MADD, and Big Sisters,
BACCHUS helps others in the Waterloo, as well as Laurier, community. These three teams represent the hospital aspect of the community at Laurier.

/

Next in our community are those providing us with up to date campus and city coverage. This is represented through many of campus publications: The Cord (a
weekly student newspaper), the Keystone (an end of the year summary via yearbook), the WLU'er (not just a day planner, but full of information directed towards
students), Radio Laurier, with up-to-date news broadcasting constantly, and filling our ears with diverse music.

A community would not be complete without their school system. Laurier students assist other students academically through various opportunities. Laurier
Students for Literacy (LSFL) assist younger students (IE the elementary school system in our 'community') to inspire children to love to read with tutoring. With
over 100 volunteers (or 'teachers') alone, its clear how largely involved Laurier students are with volunteering. Our tutorial services aim at a different age group
ours. Helping out each other, the tutorial students make it easy for students to get assistance in the courses that trouble them. Like LSFL, Tutorial Services assist
outside the city of Laurier and into Waterloo, to gain experience in teaching high school students. The Writing Centre also offers assistance in school-related items,
like essay writing. These three aspect comprise the school aspect of our community
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What city doesn't have cops patrolling the streets to ensure the safety of others? Our makeshift cops take on the alias as Foot Patrol. For the last fifteen years, Foot
Patrol has made sure that Laurier students are safe with walk-home or drive-home services free of charge. These volunteers stay up late hours, sometimes in the
frigid cold, to serve in a way like no other simply to escort "Susie" home from her night class, or "David" home from the Turret. Like city police, they know their
First Aid, and would never turn anyone down. They keep the 'community' safe while looking for things that are suspicious, and even make their way outside the
community to help school children and neighbourhoods. No community has police and protection without lawyers, and Laurier's legal services rightly fill that duty.
Legal Resources offers information to Laurier students regarding anything a student might need. They have contacts for all Waterloo professionals, and specialize in

m
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the Tenant Protection Act. With Foot Patrol and Legal Resources, Laurier could never be safer.
|

Every community has charity events. Ours include the Boar's Head Dinner, the Charity Ball, and Shinerama as their main ones, but many, many more. For students
to get together and support so many different charities are incredible
it really is a beautiful thing. It shows generosity and diversity within our community;
breaking barriers to come together Laurier University Charity Council (LUCK) gives students a boost in the right direction.

jfl
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And really... What town doesn't have their fair share of fun and entertainment? Business owners supply this sort of fun in most regions, but in the community of
Laurier, the A-Team takes over. In addition, our sixty-plus Campus Clubs have something for everyone. Ice-Breakers get the first year students involved during

Orientation Week. These people plan crazy events in our 'town' and keep school spirit (and the love for our 'community') at a high.
Clearly there are many positions in a real city that are not listed here, but within Laurier, there are tonnes of other volunteer opportunities than just the
aforementioned. In addition, no community would be complete without the 'behind the scenes' people. Those who we don't really see any of, but we know that they
take their time to make sure everything is properly executed. Obviously, those positions are filled at Laurier, too.
With over 2000 applicants each year3 Laurier's amount of volunteerism is extremely high that's almost a quarter of the student body! And this, obviously, doesn't
include those who perhaps don't have the time, but want to volunteer. It is very clear that Laurier's tight-knit layout, in conjunction with small population, is a
reason for us to all work together to devote our time to make Laurier what it is. Fulfilling specific roles, like in any community, students at Laurier work hard in
-

,

conjunction with each other, to create a great place not only to attend school, but to literally live our lives. Our volunteers meet all our needs; be it health, safety,
school, fun or anything community related. This community aspect of Laurier is clearly a reason for our high level of volunteerism.
-
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Out of obscurity?
Withmunity

the entire Laurier com-

watching,
the
women's hockey team struck
gold in Montreal...
The following would have
made for a reasonable introduction in a column celebrating one
of the biggest victories in school
history, provided it wasn't partly
false. Yes, the ladies were national champions after beating a team
that had not lost to a university
opponent since October 2001. It
was storybook. It was perfect.
Well, almost.
While the Hawks were circling McConnell Arena with banonly the seventh
ner in hand
national title in school history in
any sport the pulse of King St.
and University Avenue hardly
skipped a beat. The images of
teary-eyed fans huddled around
television sets in crowded houses
or collectively enjoying a rare
Sunday pint at Wilf's with
women's hockey as the centerpiece, were myths.
With none of the Laurier community watching, the women's
hockey team struck gold in
Montreal...
No audio. No visual. No website updates. No ticker updates on
any of the major sports networks.
Unless you took the nonexistent
fan bus to Montreal, you were left
with no way of watching or listening to the finale of the best ice
hockey team Laurier has ever
assembled.
Due to programming conflicts, TSN neglected to broadcast
the national finals as they had for
men's football and men's volleyball and will for men's hockey
and men's basketball, and only
poured salt on the wounds by
-

-

showing a scant 25-second clip at
the end of Sportscentre.
Laurier Athletics, who surely
recognized the ridiculousness of
it, pointed fans to a McGill webcast. This poor substitute turned
out to be a non-functioning substitute that repeatedly showed a
nine-second clip of Laurier's
warm-ups.

Whether women's sports are
less popular because they receive
less attention, or receive less
attention because they are women
is a debate not fit for this space.
Yes, the major sports networks
have failed women's hockey at
the university level, but that only
begins to scratch the surface of
blame.
As a school bursting at the
supposed seams with school spirit, our teams, excluding football,
certainly aren't seeing it. In
arguably the most hockeyobsessed country in the world,
attendance at women's hockey
games this season was laughable.
If sports, as Susan Casey has
suggested, are a great metaphor
for life's most difficult lessons,
the women's hockey team
learned a lesson in humility. It
was sports at it most pure: the
quest for a championship not for
glory, but for inner satisfaction

and group accomplishment.
With an impenetrable goalie,
rock-solid defence and spirited
playmaking, the Hawks played
every game like the world was
watching, even if it was a couple
dozen. And when the Hawks'
capped their season off by living
up to their second colour, they
had done us proud.
Congratulations, ladies. Stay
gold.

Graphic by Mike "highly medicated" Li

We've been punk'd
Bryan Shinn

Sports Editor
When fourth-year business stu-

dents finished their term-long
assignment
a marketing campaign for Chevrolet Canada
Ashton Kutcher was nowhere to
be found.
The young celebrity was
absent when Chevy convinced
Laurier's business program to
promote their Cavalier-replacement, the Cobalt, using the cheap
labour of its students; and a no
show as two groups organized
and executed separate events: an
on-campus barbeque in front of
Mac House and a Cobalt-themed
Kitchener Rangers hockey game.
But Ashton's presence, and more
specifically his popular phrase,
was eerily appropriate through-

-

out.
While school administration
were describing the metallic task
as an invaluable 'real-world'
experience, Ashton may have
weighed the circumstances different and called it was it was:

getting punk'd!
That's right punk'd. As the
University of Waterloo develops
solar cars, we're looking for
-

Naturally challenged
In the WLUSP office, we recycle
daily. In fact, we try to recycle
things that sometimes aren't even
recyclable. We have bins for
newspapers, bins for white paper
and even bins for bottles and
cans. We produce so much paper
waste, that to not recycle would
be blasphemous. Yet, we still do a
piss poor job, like much of this

campus.
In fact, there are no recycling
bins in classrooms for the most
part around this campus; just
main areas like the Concourse. So
what do you do with your empty
glass bottle or pop can when you
leave class? Why goodness, you

put it in the trash receptacle with
nothing more than an "Oh well,
they don't have recycling bins
here."

It's instances like the one
above that make taking the
Nature Challenge orchestrated by
David Suzuki important. If we
can't recycle easily on campus,
we should at least try for other
things like lowering our energy
consumption, or having a meatfree day. While the Ecohawks
work to get recycling bins in all
the classrooms, go to www.davidsuzuki.org and take the Nature
Challenge, then turn off your
computer and eat some sprouts.

legitimacy in the all the wrong
places and getting downright
swindled by the automotive
industry.
proof?
Need
You can describe grade-dependent slave labourers doing a corporation's dirty work however you
want, but it will always smells the
same way

-

wrong.

This experiment went well
beyond the business department's
customary love affair with the
corporate world. The annual ICE
week offers third-year students
the chance to analyze a real corporate problem and offer a host of
recommendations
win-win.
Unfortunately, the point of
difference between ICE week and
Operation Cobalt is significant.
When The School of Business
hopped into bed with Chevy
Canada they unapologetically
brought the rest of the school
with them.
We became the leverage the
reason Chevy was willing to toss
a bunch of money at 22-year olds
in the hopes that their gusto
would rub off on the entire student body. If, as Chevy must have
theorized, these students' desire
to succeed in the class was interpreted by the Laurier community
as enthusiasm for a shitty sedan,
they were in business.
And it worked, sort of. Group
-

-

members eagerly hung posters,
authorized by the Dean's office,
featuring three different shots of
the car and only a small blurb at
the top right-hand corner advertising the actual event.
Group members shamelessly
exploited pre-existing mailing
groups with emails titled "Work
hard, rock harder" outlining the
entire Mac House event. The
LIFE mentors, a group that partners International students with
Laurier students, were unnecessarily spammed in an email that
concluded with a call for Laurier
to "support (their) fellow students."

More than savvy marketing, it
became a series of guilt trips.
They used pyramid-scheme techniques instead of, at the very
least, letting their creativity speak
for itself. They turned a realworld experience, into a call for
support from their friends, which
in the long run doesn't take you
very far in said real-world.
So in the end, marketing students will reap an alphabetical
reward, Chevy will pat itself on
the back for using a group of
motivated volunteers to promote
their car and for the rest of us,
well we can stoup laughing,
because the joke's on us.

-
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Those people can change

Not a conclusion

Focusing on the negative doesn't
allow people to prove themselves

Chris Clemens

Marcos Moldes
Last Year's Entertainment
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his is not really an opinion
column. This is an end but
not a conclusion. This is an exercise in moving on.
March is when the questioning begins. Where are you living
next year? What are your plans
for the summer? Who's going to
take care of your adorable
Shetland pony while you're away
on co-op? The Concourse sings
with a thousand voices asking the
same questions but they all tell us
that things are going to be different soon - right after we finish
this godforsaken essay blitz.
After exams, change is waiting
patiently with sharpened teeth.
This year, I'm especially wary
of the teeth because, for graduating students, the March questions
get a lot more pointed as the end
crawls near. Every passing conversation is a reminder that the
hedonistic bubble that protected
us for four years is about to burst
and we are soon to be scattered.
Where are you going? What will
you do? These inquiries are met
with wide smiles and bubbly
rants about finally, finally, being
done. There are nervous glances
and admissions of motivational
roadblock. There's talk of travel,
of the infamous victory lap, of
desk space in the crooked ladder
of the great corporate bureaucracy.
I hear the jokes about how our
BA degrees will look great beside
an open guitar case full of spare

My So-called Queer Life

change. I see the frightened
bravado of friends who will cross
the finish line and stop running
because there's nowhere left to
go. I sense apprehension, anticipation and a slow unravelling of
the ties that bind us together here
at Wilfrid Laurier High.

I walk the hallways
of our tiny institution
and see the many
people who took part
in the grand drama,
the university
mythology...
I walk the hallways of our
tiny institution and see the many
people who took part in the grand
drama, the university mythology
that I will always return to. I
wonder about those I never met,
the faces in my classes who never
became more than just faces. My
lips stay sealed but the questions
are asked nonetheless: Where are
you all going after "this"? What
stories will you tell? What did
this experience mean to you?
I feel inclined to hold on, to
grasp at the memories which built
me such an effective post-secondary refuge. I want to capture the
horrors of the Turret, the crankcall triumphs of Little House
A2E, and the hilarious absurdity
of The Cord office. Everything is

a frantic, ridiculous last-second
preparation before getting tossed
into the Wave Pool of Real Life
that we've all heard so much
about.
It's important to take a breath
before the plunge, to make sure
these closing weeks complete the
story the way you want. During a
typical four year program,
enough crazy stuff will happen to
you to fill an entire HBO miniseries. And when you get close to
' the credits, you'll want one final,
careful look at things before you
start a new season. Glance away
now and you'll be missing the
best part.
I'm reminded of the lame
poems about moving onwards
that filled our high school yearbooks. Where it was apparently
considered witty to rhyme '~leav
ing" with "bereaving." I laughed
then and I laugh now-- whoever
came up with those literary gems
should be set on fire-- but somehow I'm still compelled to try
and describe the wonderful and
terrifying and mystifying sensation of leaving all this behind.
Maybe everyone has to deal with
the sweeping changes that graduation brings in their own way. I
can dig the sappy ending but I
hate poetry.
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Letters to the Editor
Brendan Jones: A Tory
Stooge?
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One of the reasons I love being
from Toronto is that I get to
escape to the city every now and
again; this weekend was one of
those escapes. But this weekend
was more than just soy lattes and
trips to Queen Street; I was going
out for a friend's birthday. We hit
a trendy Toronto nightspot for
some drinks, for a moment I felt
like I was at a bad high school
reunion party (thank god I was
wearing my skinny jeans!); seeing friends from back home
always brings up an interesting
side effect, you also get to see all
of 'those people' you knew in
high school.
'Those people' is a term I
came up with a few years back
when I ran into a lot of people
who seem to have forgotten that
we weren't exactly friends.
Saturday night was swarming
with 'those people'. My personal
favourite moment was when a
guy told me he always thought I
was a good guy but forgot to
mention the times he called me
faggot when I walked down the
hall.
I thought this would bother
me a lot more than it did. Sure
part of me wanted to scream, to
remind him that he was one of the
people made me feel like shit for
three years, to get them to at least
acknowledge their own ignorance
and intolerance. That's when I
realized, he wasn't trying to
cover up what happened, he was
trying to find a way to apologize

for it. It may not have been the
grand public apology I used to
dream of (I have a slight dramatic side), but it meant a lot to me
anyway. It makes for a very humbling moment when you realize
that your own prejudices are
keeping you from hearing someone admit their own.
While I left high school four
years ago my memories of it were
not always pleasant, but how
much of that was self-imposed?
Why did I always focus on the
negative, why don't I also
remember the amazing friends,
the trips, the experiences that
helped me along the way? Do I
focus on the negative because it
makes us feel justified when talking about homophobia? Because
really, who didn't have a hard
time in high school? It wasn't
exactly a cakewalk for anybody
that I know. I'm not trying to say
that his intolerance back then
should be chalked up to "boys
will be boys" but if-we constantly
focus on the bad, can anyone ever
prove themselves?
It's important to remember
that people change, people grow
up and move on with their lives;
if I didn't acknowledge that four
years can change who people are,
wouldn't that be like the pot calling the kettle black? Was my own
intolerance keeping me from
accepting that what happened in
high school was just silly teenage
high school drama? If we don't
allow people to prove that they
can change and grow, how can we
move towards accepting each
other for our differences? How
can we acknowledge that homophobia is something that people
can outgrow?
'

From reading Jones' c<>.ll)ihents for
the past couple of papers, it sounds as
though he is a card carrying
Conservative. WhY else •would he
critiQjze a feden# budget ~!,. kCJlt, or
is oti its way to Ic.eeping core connnitmentsby the Liberals to thepeople of
Canada? I have no proof that Jones is
a Tocy, but if he i~n 't, then
apolo~
gies.
···
:However, his criticism of the
huge spending that the Martin government outlined is over-exaggerated,
judging by the caJ:toon of ,l\:1artin as a
cafeteria worker doling out .money tO
people accompanying the article. I
would like to remind Jones that at
least THIS government HAS the
mon¢y to spend on social programs,
our armed forces; and tax cuts. The
last Conservative government left
Canada with increased debt, massive
deficit, and a sagging economy.
Instead of coming up with concrete
solutions, the Tories stuck their heads
in their asses and prayed that the
problem would go away on its own.
It took Chretien and Martin to make
the tough choices to fix the econ0my
first so that there would be money to
invest in priorities for Canadians.
Jones also seems to take pleasure
in the fact that Paul Martin recently
acquired the label "Mr. Dithers." If
Martin is criticized for being a ditheret, as Jones claims, it's probably more
tolerable than the label Stephen
Harper has claimed recently: "Mr.
Muzzle." Any leader who tries to suppress the views of his own party
members because they do not .fall to

HIS line of thinking, particularly on
the same-sex marriage issue at the
upcoming 'J'ory conve11tion, h~ committed ~ q;jme again$~ democ~y.
The ollly reason that Jones would
come down hard on the Liberals is
because no other p~ has demonstrated mat they ha'!f,~,.what it takes to
mes i!!:l a •Coil
:n tne,:wnole purpose. of
column is another attempt to try to
.advance, ~ •right-wing Con.setyative
agendtt ',~ has tiq~~r been ,, ~ne
with avei:a.Jte Canadians'
·•

AlanKan

Would Jesus be for gay
marriage?
I want to respond to the many people
who use the love thy neighbour concept of Christianity to justify gay
marriage. Jesus is all about including
everyone, there is no one who .c annot
come before God, no one, and I honestly believe that. Jesus was, and still
is, all about reaching out and touching
the hearts and physical bodies of
those rejected by society. I totally
thi nk that Jesus, if He were here in the
flesh, would be reaching out to those
who are gay. But I don't think He
would be saying it's totally all right
either. While He would seek to understand and relate to them as a person
who cares, who cares deeply, I think
we forget that Jesus also did His fair
share of calling people on things that
were personally destructive. Loving
thy neighbour isn't some airy-fairy
kind of affection, with which I think
we confuse true love. I think that that

statement today means building rela·
tionships, true caring ones, ones
where you're willing tq go the mile,
to lose sleep, Ji¢lping art.tLcaring fQJ'
friends. I personally have never
encountered anti-gay, hateful propa.
ganda, but if I did I think it would be
~~~ appr-~~ to. c~~•.•j.those wh~
have l:lOt sinned, should OO'ow the ftt$f
stone' instead of 'love thyneighbout;'
There seems to be !l better moral
to my story, and I ~· it cen~
~lmd lovq. ~at ·~ ~k does
mean? Loving your neigbbour, mean- ·
ing anyone, means being kind, but it
is also a totally radical concept, one
that involves a complete mind
cpange, in order to orient)iour life <!n
focusing on others before yourself.
That is exactly what Jesus did. Instead
of loving Himself, He reached out,
with the most radical form of love that
anyone will ever perform. Don't be
fooled, while Christianity might be
rife with contradictions, the true Jesus
exists, and He is good. Look it up, and
look at it openly. Who do you think
Jesus was? What was He really
about? What implications does that
have for your life?
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Stewart Dunbar

A wee peek under the
clovers
Do you ever wonder why you skip
school on March 17 every year to start
drinking green beer by sunset?
Believe it or not there is actually a
meaning behind this holiday, or
should I say, alcoholiday? Besides

drinking yourself stupid and dressing
up in ridiculous green outfits, St.
Patrick's Day is an Irish celel:>ration
of d~ping, drinking and fe~~g to
honour oddly enollgh, St. Patrick. the
patron saint of .freland.
M11ewyn Suc<:at• the qpginal
natne Qf . Patric~ ~ ~~ as li
teenaglrf around the year of~5 AD.
He WaS sold into ·slavery in. Ireland
where he workeq' as a shepherd for
many years. While being he~~ptive
the boy)neditate~ ~lot and IJ!J:l,ed the
pagan people oflreland. lte tUrned to
God for strength and wisdom and
began experiencing many visions.
One night the young boy had a dream
wifere .P.e was shown a way to escape
from Ireland. He eventually ~aped
and traveled hundreds of .miles to
France.
It was here Maewyn Succ~tt studied for the priesthood and ultimately
took on the name Patrick. He returned
to Ireland in approximately 432 AD
on a mission to spread the news of
God throughout the Irish lands. It was
here at a place called Saul that Patrick
built his first church and performed
his first conversions. Patrick performed thousands of conversions on
the Irish people. One day while
preaching, Patrick used the shamrock
and the three leaves to symbolize the
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit
(The Blessed Trinity). It is for this
reason that the shamrock is associated
with St. Patrick's Day today. Patrick
was named the patron saint of Ireland
before his death in approximately 461
A.D. He was ultimately credited as
the person responsible for introducing
Christianity into Ireland. This year we
are celebrating the 1544 anniversary
of his death.

Keep in mind this year while you
are chugging your green beer and
attemptin~ to sing alon~ to those g()()d
old Irish tu~es, that the day Justis~·t
about drinking and p.-etending to be
Irish. St. Patrick's Day is a. time to
(lelebrate the history and conversion
of Ireland,
This 'f4W"sday rats~ your giJ$~s
to St. Patrick and have a
'Beannachtam na Feile Padraig!
:Happy St. Patrick's ~yl
Sin~ad

Irvine

Bring on the ads
lt is surely ·no surprise for university
students to encounter life-size ads on
vending machines, or even largerthan-life ads that stretch from wall to
wall on campus. Just to name a few,
there are the common Coca-Cola
vending machines in the Davis Centre
at the University of Waterloo, and the
Harvey's wall mural at the Fred
Nichols Campus Centre at Wilfrid
Laurier University. In my opinion, the
ads found in washroom stalls are by
far the most interesting. They have
the most effective placement,
-see
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Saying no to acoustic wallpaper
The unwanted background music
in .our lives have profound effects
on our health and habits
Don Morgenson

Professor Emeritus
anadians are already overregulated, strait-jacketed
and bound by a million and one
laws ... so it is with some hesitation I propose one more. I urge
some member of parliament, anywhere in this grand country, to
bring forward a private member's
bill urging the prohibition of
piped music in public places: .
There is precedent; thts ts
exactly what occurred recently in
the British Parliament. The
Member for Salisbury (England)
moved, "That leave be given to
bring in a bill to prohibit the
broadcasting of recorded music
in certain public places." He
argued that music is an intensely
personal thing and what he truly
resented was being trapped in an
elevator with no escape from
someone else's choice of music.
Loving music, he detested the
possibility that music might be
devalued or trivialized.
Such an attitude appears to be
widespread. A recent survey
found that "canned or piped
music" was very high on the "list
of things most hated" about modern life. And it is understandable:
medical findings suggest that
uninvited music can raise blood
pressure as well as depress the
immune system. And the most
offensive noise is not pneumatic
drills, leafblowers, automobiles
or aircraft noise, no ... it is music!
J. Bottom (The Atlantic)
writes, "the truth is that we are all
terrorized by music nowadays. It

C

is not so much the high school
kids parading . down the street
with boom boxes blaring or the
university students partying away
a Saturday afternoon, or the
insomniac in the next apartment
pacing up and down to
Beethoven at 3:00AM. It's rather
the merciless stream of 1950s
golden oldies drenching suburban
malls, the disco-revival radio
thumping out Donna Summer in
the back of a taxi all the way to
the airport, the tinny Muzak
bleating from storefronts as you
walk along the sidewalk, the
tastefully muted Andrew Lloyd
Webber seeping from recessed
speakers above the urinals in the
men's room."
The late John Cage once
asked, "what now is silence?"
There is so little silence today
with "the roaring traffic's boom,"
sirens, car alarms, lawnmowers
and cell phones ringing.
Theodore Adorno once suggested
that music is necessary today to
fill the silence. He wrote, "the
rise of music seems to complement the reduction of people to
silence, the dying out of speech
as expression, the inability of
people to communicate at all."
What these sounds represent
_ is an invasion of one's life space
and the term "invasion" makes
one think of music as a weapon.
We may recall in the film
"Apocalypse Now" actor Robert
Duvall as a U.S. army colonel
using Wagner's Ride of the
Valkyries, as his air cavalry helicopters swooped down on a small
village in Vietnam. The high
decibel shrill and shriek of the
Valkyries were thought by the
American colonel to create a dis-

sociative state in the Vietnamese
villagers and would be more easily routed.
Music is used
in manipulative ways - in-store
music can influence shoppers'
wine selections. When French
music was played French wines
outsold German wines; when
German music was played,
German wines outsold French
wines.
The singular importance of
music today, suggests that what
people listen to is of greater
importance for their sense of
themselves than what they watch
or read. In such a way music provides a better map of social life
than TV viewing or reading
habits. Ruth Finegan (Hidden
Musicians: Music Making in an
English Town) argues that music
listening, as well as music making, provides critical social/moral
pathways through life.
So while we are bombarded
with ersatz music invading our
lives, the musical experience
remains a deeply personal one
and it is special because it
remains one last way we can
reach into ourselves and to others
without deceit, without distance,
and without alienation.
The ultimate danger with such
constant exposure to music, not
of our choice, is the trivialization
of music. Piped music is simply
one more way we become distanced one from another along
with e-mail, voice mail, internet
and the lengthy institutional
menus when trying to reach
another single human being.
Even more worrying is that
such acoustic wallpaper just may
distract us from the urgent issues
of life, distract us from the social
injustices and inequalities inherent in rampant consumption.
Piped music results in the inveterate indiscriminate consumer...
eyes glazed.
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Student of Environment and
Business at University of Waterloo

Thition vs. Spinnaz
Kendall Giberson.
ave it easy
in Canada") wri
. g tuition
ill be in
is no big deal, .
increments [we) would not really
notice," perhaps "an extra few hll!ldred dollars per year.'1 Don't swe~t 1t:
"if tuition goes up, you get a part-ttme
job [or] adjust your budget to be more
economical."
A quick Concourse eavesdropping session indicates that for s?m~
WLU students, 'more economtcal
means hitting Montreal for reading
week instead of Cancun, and pimping
their new ride with ho-hum 17" rims
instead of those. sweet-ass 21" spin"
naz.
Don't raise my tuition, raise their
tuition! Let's means-test tuition fees
and make the income-tax structure
more progressive (in increments, so
the fat cats won't really notice) to
ensure equitable access and raise
Ontario's PSE funding levels to the
national average.

Greg Smith
WLUSP IT Manager
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Can the government change their minds
Same-sex marriage needs the

support of organized religion?
Although government convention
and legislative language includes

Kendall R. Giberson

Opinion Columnist

In

an informal survey of federal
Members of Parliament, a
major Toronto daily newspaper
found how individual MPs would
vote regarding the legal definition of marriage. The MP for my
of Wellingtonconstituency
Halton Hills, Michael Chong,
said that he would vote against
the inclusion of same-sex relationships in marriage laws. Most
surveys, however, place Chong in
the minority of MPs, as it looks
as though same-sex marriage
would go through if the issue is
tabled in the House of Commons.
Should this legislation go
through, the next problem is getting religious groups onside to
recognize the decision. Some
denominations are already open
to performing same-sex marriage
rites, while others are outright
hostile to government intervention into their doctrines. The
question then becomes, can the
government force organized religion to recognize the proposed
changes to the legal definition of

marriage?
My prediction is that no, government cannot. Government and
religion are separate in Canada,
and should stav that wav.
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references to "God" and some
denominations make references
to the Queen during services,
organized religion enjoys relative
autonomy with regards to the
state. If the converse were true,
the government would use the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms
to force the Roman Catholic
Church of Canada and Islamic
assemblies to accept female
priests and imams, respectively.
I know someone who was a
friend of my late great-aunt who
is a Justice of the Peace in
Connecticut. He routinely performs marriages between couples
whom churches refuse. Gay couples? No, interracial couples! To
those of you who grew up in multicultural areas such as Toronto,
that may seem utterly ridiculous,
but the government allows the
clergy to use discretion as to
whom it will and will not marry,
including so-called "mixed" marriages. I think that this practice is
allowed to continue because no
one is really getting harmed as
there are other avenues open to
couples who wish to go through a
wedding ceremony.
The point of this story is that
if and when same-sex marriage
becomes entrenched in Canadian
law. religious groups will retain
the right to adhere to their own
policies. Unless religions openly
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�Candidates must be competent in
sketching and drawing, knowledge in
Adobe Photoshop is also an asset
�The successful candidate will receive a $400
-honourarium

adopt extreme practices (such as
human sacrifice?), government
has been historically loath to tell
them how to conduct their affairs.
My personal opinion is that
the so-called "traditional" marriage advocated by some has
become a bit outdated. In the old
days, marriage was desirable for
a woman because of the security
of having someone to look after
her, a man's interest in getting
married was to gain heirs and
someone to look after them. The
viability of alternative lifestyles
and the volatility of modern marriages make it necessary to redefine the institution of marriage to
protect the interests of any kids
produced by a relationship.
Same-sex couples often raise offspring from infancy and can provide as stable an environment as
heterosexual
couples. They
should be subject to the same
benefits as everyone else for the
sake of their kids, be it tax benefits or custody issues related to
divorce proceedings. Religious
institutions have no bearing on
these issues, and thus, they
should be allowed to do things as
they see fit. If your church will
not let you marry your choice of a
spouse, you can always go to
another church or City Hall to
make it official.
One argument I hear against
the legal recognition of same-sex
marriages is the contribution to
the moral decline of society as
such couples would raise children
who would grow up thinking that
homosexuality is ''normal." To
me, being open about it and rec-
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ognizing its existence would be a
good thing, because future generations would not be so hung up
on the issue. The moral decline of

Preparation Seminars

our society would then be defined
by those who refuse to emerge
from their small-mindedness.
I do not see the issue as a case of
right or wrong, but progressive
regressive
policies.
versus
Everyone has the right to their
own opinion, however, and religious groups can cater to whatever segments of the population
they choose.

www. oxfordsemi nars.com
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Taking part in the luck of the Irish
A look at the different ways
those around the Laurier campus
can celebrate St. Patrick's Day
VERONICA HUGHES

Staff Writer

alike,
For
Day
here. The best day of the

the Irish and wannabe Irish
St. Patrick's
is
to
year
show your green pride. March 17
is the one day a year where it's
safe to assume half of the campus
will be feeling the Irish spirit by
noon.
For those of you lucky
enough to enjoy a whole day of
festivities, here are a few ideas to
get you started.

Wilf's
The campus pub will be running
Irish themed fun all day long.
Drop in for a pint or two. Keep in
mind though that there's usually a
long line, but talking to fellow
Irish revellers is half the fun, so
try and wait patiently for your
green beer.

Phil's, Failte's Irish Pub,
Mussolini's, McMullan's and
The Silver Spur

Although the beloved Paddy's
sadly left this past year, it would
want students to go on and celebrate to the fullest. There are a
establishments,
number of
although not officially Irish, that
will be celebrating tomorrow. If
only an authentic Irish pub will
do, then Failte's, right beside
Mussolini's, is the one and only
place to be.

Neighbourhood Kegger
If the bars are too busy, or not
your scene then simply wander
around student housing areas surrounding Laurier and you will
find several St. Paddy's Day parties. Always a blast, usually with
Irish music, beer and people
dressed in their finest green
clothing.

McDonald's
Although they won't serve you
green beer, green milkshakes are
on the menu. Nothing gets you in

Sydney Helland

Wilf's is just one of the many places Laurier students can take part in the St. Patrick's Day festivities
March 17th. Read on to fina out other ways to celebrate the aay of green beer and leprechauns.

the spirit like dyed green dairy
products.

Leprechaun Horror Films
If the thought of little people with
Irish accents isn't enough, there's
a series of poorly acted horror
films all about the guys and their
pursuit of the pot o'gold.

Discover...

Available for purchase off of
www.amazon.com, or through
your local video store.

St. Paddy's Day Themed
Party
Nothing says hardcore St.
Paddy's reveller than throwing
your own party. Green is most

on

definitely the theme. Cupcakes
with green icing, green garlands,
green drinks; anything green is
fair game. There can be prizes for
most original Irish costume, and a
hunt for a pot o' gold.

Please drink responsibly.

Trip helps those in need

Contributed Photo

The Dominican Republic Education and Medical Support at Laurier
recently went to Bejucal to help with a water purification system.
Ashley Rose

Moody Blues should be your next stop if you're looking for a place to relax and chat with friends.

Moody Blues and it's atmosphere, beverages and
overall charm get discovered this week
ASHLEY ROSE
Staff Writer

you're looking for
somewhere to just be alone, or a
place to chat with friends, Moody
Blues Cafe is where you want to
be. Conveniently located at 68
Regina Street North and open
from 6:oopm until midnight in
the winter, they offer a wide
assortment of drinks and food, as
well as an atmosphere that will
leave you wanting more.
Owned and operated by
Gabrielle, she has been keeping
the cafe in business since 1998.
Originally from Europe, she
missed the style of cafes from
back home, where you could
"walk in and order some coffee
and port without thinking twice."
After opening, she got her
Whether

liquor license and now has a wide

range of choices with varying
prices. With teas, spirits, espresso, cocktails and European beers,
there is something for everyone.
With the lights dimmed low,
and candles flickering on every
table top, you can slowly sip your
selected
while
beverage
indulging in a piece of delicious
chocolate cake. If you want
something more significant,
choose a soup or wrap from the
menu. But be aware, everything
is made fresh as you wait, so
don't expect "fast-food" even
though Gabrielle is quite quick at
getting things ready in the
kitchen.
The music will engulf you as
you lose track of time while
engaging in a conversation with a
friend. And if you're all alone,
just trying to get away from the
stress, you can browse their

shelves for a novel to read; prices

vary but the selection is amazing.
All that Gabrielle asks is that you
don't come in to study, instead,
take the time to forget your books
and relax.

In the summer, check out their
patio, nestled among a garden,
you can chat with friends from
4:oopm until 2:ooam.
Moody Blues is the perfect
getaway after work or summer
classes when you just need to
escape reality for a few hours.
So next time you're looking
for something a little more classy
than Tim Horton's or Coffee
Time, and you just aren't up for
going to the bar, why not make a
visit to Moody Blues Cafe, have a
couple of drinks and some good
conversation.

DANIELLE NOBREGA
Student Life

Basking in the sun isn't all it's
cracked up to be, at least not the
way DREAMS @ Laurier
(Dominican Republic Education
and Medical Support) did it during Reading Week.
DREAMS, which started at
Wilfrid Laurier three years ago

by President Melanie Barahona,
is a Campus Club that works
towards improving the lifestyle
conditions in the under-developed communities
in the
Dominican Republic.
For the past two years
DREAMS has hosted trips to the
Dominican Republic.
During this past trip, 17
Laurier students helped implement a water purification system
in a small town called Bejucal.
Overall, the trip was a success
as the students finished the water
purification system and many
friendships were made in the
short week spent overseas.
The club works in co-operation with ADESJO (Association
for the Development of San Jose
de Ocoa), headed by Fr. Lou

who is a practicing
Scarboro Missions Priest and has

Quinn,

recently been awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize. Fr. Lou has made
tremendous progress for the past
40 years by discovering and further developing these abandoned
areas in the Dominican Republic.
ADESJO functions as a grassroots organization and has been
receiving groups from all over the
world for more than 35 years.
DREAMS fundraises for projects such as schools, medical centres, washroom facilities and
homes to build in these impoverished regions. Secondly, they aim
to give students the opportunity
to experience life in a Third
World country and encourage
contribution for the development
of the funded projects.
of
the
As
executives
DREAMS graduate this upcoming year, it is their hope that the
club will continue and progress as
an organization to bring awareness to the Laurier community
and to encourage participation in
an experience that will help
develop less privileged countries
in Latin America.
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Wmter golfing raises money

What do you like most about
St. Patrick's Day?

--------------------------- --------------=============
"Getting to be Irish
Chinese for the
day."

"Perpetuating cultural stereotypes
with alcoholism"

JACKSON SHERRATT
SEVENTH YEAR
RELIGION AND CULTURE

"Last year I saw
some guy peeing
on our classroom
window."

"Fun times
drinking on

St Patrick's Day."

KEN CHAN
FIRST YEAR
BUSINESS

Susan Davis

This past Friday saw the Laurier Marketing Association put together their 2nd Annual Charity Winter
Golf Extravaganza with proceeds going to ALS, also known as Lou Gehrig's disease. The total raised
from the golf tournament, silent auction and BBQ was $2,954.72. Pictures above (left to right) Ken
Moulton, an ALS representative and the winners of the tournament Mike Stark, Kevin Ryan, Gavin
Stephenson, Greig Cowan and event co-ordinator and LMA vice president Chris Kenny.

'The colour
green."

"It's an excuse to
wear a lot of green,
and I can drink
with fun St
Patrick's Day
loving friends and
have a good time."
CHRISTINA AINSWORTH
SECOND YEAR
KINESIOLOGY

CHRISTINE DEVRIES
FIRST YEAR
GLOBAL STUDIES AND SPANISH

You are about to enter a time of peace.
Balance is coming into your life, and
you better enjoy in while~t lasts. There
are many things for you to do in the
next little while so make sure you stay
on top of your work load.

Libra

must
your
nces
I
over tile next while. You must be saving
any extra money you come across as
you may have an unexpected bill or
expense to pay for. Things will be better soon.
Luckiest day: March 22

(Sept. 23-0ct. 22)

Taurus (Apr. 20-May

Don't let things from the past effect
future decisions. You must · look
towards what you really want and not
look at what has happened. Better
days are ahead, but you must continue
to keep working towards your goals.
Luckiest day: March 18

Scorpio

(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

You could have a few conflicts over the
next while. Don't be discouraged if
something unexpected disrupts your
plans. You must work through one
issue at a time over the next while,
don't try to solve everything at once.
Luckiest day: March 17

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec. 2/i
Expect strange dreams over the next
while . Jot down anything in your
dreams that stands out, you may be
able to make sense of it later. Focus on
what you want to achieve in the next
while, now is the time to work on goals.
Luckiest day: March 21

Capricorn

(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Enjoy the peace and quite that is currently around you. Treat yourself to a
little present of some type. You have
been spending a lot of time helping
others, you shouldn't ·hesitate to do
something nice for yourself too.
Luckiest day: March 18

Aquarius

ljan. 20-Feb. I B)

You must listen to your intuition .
Proceeding with something you know
isn't right will turn out to be a negative
experience for you . Now is the time to
be writing goals for yourself, think
about what you really want.
Luckiest day: March 21

Gemini (M'Dy

Pisces

21-)une 21)

Now is the time for reflection. Think
about what you really need over what
you want. Consult others around you
for advice. Now is the best time to be
writing down goals for yourself. You
must have something to work towards. ·
Luckiest day: March 16

Cancer

ljune 22-ju/y 22)

You are going to have to keep workin2
on your current tasks. Even if you don t
feel as if you are doing the right things.
Options will become available to you
when you least expect it. Keep working
towards your goals.
Luckiest day: March 21

Leo ljuly 23-August 22)
Don't be too upset if things don't go as
planned. You must focus on the positive things going on in your life. If it
seems like everything around you is
falling apart, keep in mind that this is
only happening to allow for. better
things to happen.
Luckiest day: March 20

Virgo
Now is the time to start relaxing. You've
worked very hard in the past while and
rewards are starting to come into your
life. Soon you will be able to enjoy what
you've worked on for so long. Use this
time to relax.
Luckiest day: March 19

20)

(A ug. 23-Sept. 22)

You are finally going to start receiving
rewards to all of your hard work.
Success is not to far off. Take time in
the next while to do something for yourself. You've helped others recently and
now you must put yourself first.
Luckiest day: March 18

(Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

You are going to receive much praise
on something you've put a lot of effort
into. Now is the time to enjoy your surroundings and the company of your
friends. Don't hesitate to relax and
enjoy the peace and quiet.
Luckiest day: March 21

Daniel Roth is a Journalism graduate of Conestoga College and is currently a Communication S'tudies
student at Wilfrid Laurier. He has
studied Astrology and other topics
of that genre for almost ten years.
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I was propositioned a month ago with the idea of trying to figure out what students are doing when they graduate from school and why they decide to follow the path they choose.
What ensues is a collection of accounts from a variety of different people, all of whom have different backgrounds and all of whom have chosen to take a different route after
school. There are many different options for those of you interested in finding something do to with your life. There are the career students, the ones eager to get out of school
and find a job, and those who go to school to get a job. Regardless of the direction you choose, I've learned from amassing this collection that neither option is overly cheap but
that they also have their advantages and disadvantages. Truth is, I still don't know what I'm going to do and in my eyes, that is the most exciting thing of all.
Colin Duffett
-

Teaching English to the Japanese,
travelling and working all at once
MATTHEW GRAF

WLU Grad '04

Studying on
the beaches of
Australia
James Popham explains why he

went to Australia for his Masters
Degree instead of in Canada
JAMES POPHAM

U of G Graduate '04

About a year ago, as my last
semester was winding down, I
discovered two things the job
market was flooded with BA's,
all with qualifications similar to
my own; and also that studying
pays off if you wish to further
your education. I had hoped to
-

complete
of
MA
my
at
Simon
Fraser
or
Criminology
Ottawa, but had
no luck with

,

s

that. In all of
Canada there are
only three VIA
Criminology
programs, and
these
schools
take only the 1 2
my less!
best
-

than stellar tran-

script had not*
left me in these ranks.
This was hardly a dead end,
but Criminology was my field of
choice. After considering many
options, I chose to study internaat
the
Griffith
tionally
in
Brisbane,
University

Australia.
There were a couple of reasons why I chose Australia, and
I'll list them here.
First off, despite the accent,

Australia is an English-speaking
nation, which is an essential
advantage towards your education imagine learning the intricacies of legal ethics in French
or German. They also share a
lot of Canadian culture, meaning
you're not too far out of your
comfort zone when dining out or
-

partying with Aussies.
Secondly, the AU dollar is
pretty much on par with ours,
making international study in
Australia relatively inexpensive.
For the U.S., I've heard it's
upwards of $40,000 for a two
semester program.
It's not
cheap, but I won't be in debt for
the next 30 years because of it.
Another important reason
was that the criminology programs here are much more
extensive than Canada meaning
more slots, better
-

,

9h

access

to

research,

61

a

d
4mo r e
n

experienced faculty. I hope
that this will bring

me a well-rounded degree.
Of course there is the travel
experience. Brisbane is situated
in almost the centre of the eastern Australian coast, which
means that I am surrounded by
exploration adventures. In truth,
I think the Crocodile Hunter had
something to do with me coming
as well.
The list goes on, but suffice
to say, living and studying here
has been a wild experience and
I'm sure will be for the next 10
months. Travelling and studying overseas may seem overwhelming at first, but I implore
you to seriously consider it as a
legitimate alternative to domestic study. I know it's cheesy, but
this is truly a life experience

worth doing.

Like many people, I had a great
decision to make as my graduation from Laurier approached. I
really had no idea what 1 wanted
to do with my degree once I had
earned it. 1 knew that I liked to
teach, but not having done any
research into teachers college
during my years at Laurier, I was
facing the potential of a year of
work before applying to teachers
college.
I finished my schooling parttime while working, so I did not
have the worry of finding a job.
That still meant that I had to find
something to do with my time for
the next year. It turned out that
how I filled my time helped me to
find what I will be doing for the
next year.
A few years ago I was volunteering in a French class at a local
public school for a couple of my
classes. One of the most fulfilling
experiences that came from volunteer teaching was the few days
that I spent teaching a five year
old German boy English. I
remembered this and began to
consider teaching English as a

teaching in Japan, I was interviewed and hired. This was
where the work really began.
There is an incredible amount of
preparation needed to ready yourself for a move like this. The
company that hired me took care
of lot of the difficult tasks for met
They arranged for my plane ticket, my work visa, my Japanese
health insurance and my home in
Japan. Many companies perform
these services with various
changes. Some pay for the flight
and lodging, some do not; it
depends on the company and
country.
There are also a few negatives
to moving to another country on
the other side of the world for an
extended period of time. It is
important to keep these points in

mind when considering teaching
overseas. The first one that comes
to mind is the culture shock that
you will endure. It is something
that happens all the time. Spend a
week in Quebec City, Calgary or
Vancouver and you will begin to
feel it.
Remember that you will be
moving to a country where
English is not the primary lan-

guage and there will be many cultural trends that you will not be
aware of. There is the distinct risk
of offending someone simply
because you are ignorant of the
taboos of the society. For example, in Japan it is offensive to talk
to someone with your hands in
your pockets and it is a big taboo
to walk inside someone's house
with your shoes on.
A final roadblock that we all
encounter is simply the thought
of moving on and starting your
"real" life. As students, many of
us do things that we probably will
not get away with once we leave
the campus of WLU. It was a little scary thinking that I will be
doing something more meaningful than waiting tables.
There is a world of information out there to help you to
search for jobs, TESL courses
and advice. A simple search on
the Internet found my course and
a few minutes of chat with a
friend awarded me the website
where I applied for my job. If
teaching overseas is something
that you are interested in once
you have graduated then there is a
lot of help available to you.

second language.
When I heard about the
amount of money that can be
made by teaching overseas I
began to seriously consider the
idea. To fill some time during my
year off, I took a TESL (Teaching
English as a Second Language)
course. For someone who has
spent more than a few years in
university courses, this was bit of
a breeze; the toughest thing about
it was getting up at 8:00 am every
Saturday morning for two months
in order to make it to campus on
time for class.

Soon after I applied for a job

Applying your skills in college
COURTNEY DUFFETT

Durham College Journalism

Student

If you want to get hands on experience, if you want to be precise
in the direction you want to go
with your career and if you want
to save some money, college is

the place to be.
The course is two years and
when I graduate I will have grad-

uated with a diploma in
Journalism. Most college courses
are about two or three years.
University courses are usually no
less than four years.
Having
fewer years of schooling means
saving money, as well as being
able to get into the workforce earlier and at a younger age. The
earlier a student can start a career,
the more time there is to succeed
in their job and work their way up
to higher positions.
My college classes have no
more than 70 students whereas in

university I have heard that classes can reach up to as many 200
students.
I feel that having fewer students in a class gives me the
opportunity to get to know my
professors better. In college, my
professors are readily available to
help their students, whereas my
friends say that this is not the case
for them. Instead, they have to
make an appointment.
University offers a variety of
different subjects, but tends to be
broad.
They are not usually
linked to do a specific job.
University primarily focuses on
expanding knowledge and helping students gain perspective on
various topics. Conversely, college deals mainly with training
students to work in their desired
field.
College usually offers field
placements. Field placements
enable students to get hands on
experience at the career path they

want to take. The majority of the
time, students are often offered a
job or at least receive strong references for other jobs.
College has helped me prepare for my career by focusing on
the issues I will be facing every
day in the work force. My program has dealt with all the important aspects of being a good journalist and a successful reporter.
In my two years of college, I will
have learned how to take accurate
notes, write an effective story and
create and design news pages
using learned computer skills for
various programs. This will help
me

feel strong and confident

when I go into the workforce.
I think that if I had gone to
university, I would not have
gained as much insight and experience as I have in taking the college route.
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Finding a good job can be a Monster
of a task, but the Net can help
For those of you who believe that
the only choice upon graduation
is to "find a job and begin a new
life," then there are plenty of
options available for you folks
too.
Finding a job is probably the
toughest thing in the entire world
to do. Creating a resume and
making cover letters and then
handing out, mailing, faxing, and
emailing your resume to potential
employers is such a taxing and
somewhat depressing task. The
Internet has made all that easier
with the creation of online job
search engines. The Internet is
full of them with some of the bigger ones in Canada including
Monster, Workopolis, Yahoo
Hot Jobs, Jobßank and the
Canadian Department of Human
Resources Job Database.
Each of these search engines
is full of careers and jobs of all
sorts. Full-time, part-time, contracted positions, ranging from
being the CEO of a major corporation to something as simple as a
cashier at the local Home Depot.
Regardless of your education,
skill level or previous wok experience, you can usually find
something that works for you.
What follows is a run-down
of the two biggest job search
engines available, what they offer
and how they are best used.

Why leave when you
have it so good
CAITLIN HOWLETT

COLIN DUFFETT
Special Projects Editor

Cord Editor-in-Chief

in doubt, stay where
you're comfortable and find
something you like.
I've found it very difficult to
leave Laurier. I prolonged my
Kinesiology degree an extra
year, so I could gain experience
When

Monster.ca
Monster is a worldwide job
search engine. Monster allows
you, like the others, to break
down your search and look in
specific regions of the country or
in specific fields.
The
Canadian Monster
Database contains thousands
upon thousands of jobs that could
fit your criteria. Monster is without a doubt probably the simplest
to use. Within a matter of minutes
you can be viewing a specific job
application and applying for that
job online.
Monster also offers a set of
tools that will help you to create
better resumes and help you set
goals for your future career.
They offer quizzes and surveys to
help you determine which field
would best suit you. As well,
Monster offers you the opportunity to hire a job agent to search
for a job for you, a service that
I'm sure gets quite a bit of use for
those of us who hate the constant
drain of job hunting.
Probably the best addition for
students and recent graduates
such as ourselves is the creation
of a specific category for recent
graduates and students, a category that they were sorely lacking a
few years ago when I was looking
for a job.

Workopolis.ca
Workopolis.ca claims to be the
largest job database in Canada
containing approximately 30, 000
unique jobs in its system. Like
the other databases, Workopolis
allows you to break down your
search criteria, giving you the
opportunity to search in individual cities and not just regions, a
feature that its main rival,
Monster.ca,
lacks
(Monster
breaks down by geographical

regions).
Workopolis.ca also has the

advantage of being connected
with the Toronto Star and its
newspaper chain, thus increasing
the size of its job pool. Another
is
WorkopolisCampus.ca, a connection for recent graduates and students to connect to nationwide
campus hiring campaigns and
your campus' Career Services
centre.
Job opportunities are available to those who wish to get a
good job upon graduating from
university, college or even high
school. The advent of these
search engines makes job hunting
10 times easier than it ever was. I
actually found a summer job
online at Workopolis.ca two summers ago proving that it actually
works for those of you that are in
desperate need of a job.
advantage

as a student manager at The
HUB and as editor-in-chief at
The Cord Weekly. After all my
experience over the past year, I
learned that I don't want to be a
journalist. I don't want to go to
school in Halifax for another
year and learn how to report on
the PMO. I don't want to listen
to police radios and follow
ambulances. I don't want to
opine about border regulations.
So after three years of planning,
it took one year to change all
that. Now, I'm left with almost
too much variance to simply
anything into a career path.
I didn't cop-out however,
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Commence checking your mailbox

AMY MALLETT

Fourth Year English Student

Since mid-November when I
mailed in my teachers college
application to the Ontario
University Application Centre,
along with my cheque for
$426.00 in processing fees and
application dues, I have been
glancing with loathing at my
mailbox upon every entrance into
my house, awaiting the arrival of
the envelopes that will decide my
career path.
At the beginning of March,
much to the chagrin of my roommates, I began the one-month
countdown to the day when
teachers colleges mail out their
acceptance letters and I have

Resume
Keep
~tr

-

-

-

-

-

plans to consume several recreational beverages on the night of
March 31, just so I can sleep
through the night without running
out to check the mailbox every
three seconds.
Why am I so nervous you
may ask? Well,when I was 15 I
decided that I wanted to become a
high school English teacher. I
really enjoyed English, knew that
I wanted to work with people,
and felt that I would make a good
teacher. However, when it actually came time to apply to teachers college this year, I came to a

shocking realization: Everyone
wants to be a

@#$% A

Sitting in my fourth year
English seminar friends, and I
chat anxiously about the potential

Writing Tips
112

simple. Make sure your resume is only
one or two pages
Do not list personal information
Do not leave gaps in your work history
Do not include references.
Show how your responsibilities positively affect
ed your previous employers
it

s# teacher!

of not getting in, and of applying
to the United States or Australia
for better chances of gaining
acceptance. After having spent
countless hours working through
the application process, calling
references, cutting and pasting
information for each separate
university application, everyone
is tense and hopeful that somehow they found a way to make
their application stand out.
Teaching is obviously a popular profession and one that can
prove to be exceedingly gratifying, thus it is no wonder that there
will be so many nervous students
come the end of March.
However, I suppose what each of
these applicants must remember,
along with myself as I attempt to
keep from giving myself a panic
attack over the next few weeks is
that there are many ways in
which we can impact the world
and have a positive influence on
generations to come.

-

-

-

opportunity.
Laugh all you want at my
double victory lap. But know
that while you're laughing and
sitting in a classroom, I'm gaining practical experience for
another year in an environment I
am comfortable with, and where
I know just about everyone I
need to know to get my job done
and done well.
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Be assertive

Reinforce professionalism by avoiding slang
Maintain eye contact and be confident in your
answers

-

office and continue to manage
The HUB. So for another year,
I'll gain experience. Why?
Because in all honesty, I don't
know what I want to do. I
haven't found anything that I can
say "I could do this for the next
few years." But what I have
found are situations and people
that will provide the experience
to advance me into a world of

Options

Successful Interview Tips
-

when I decided to stay at Lauder
for another year. I'll take all my
skills sets from The Cord The
HUB and apply them to a marketing position for the OneCard

Defense
nationale

•

Teachers College is also a
popular choice; Nearly 15 000
students applied this year, up 6%
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Manage weaknesses or barriers so that they
appear to be strengths
Be attentive
Compiled by Jennifer Wilder

Strong. Proud.Today's Canadian Forces.
D4couvrez vos forces dans les Forces canadiennes.
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Sadly, a lot has changed in music since the protest-era of
the 1960s. While we have abandoned many of the laws
and customs which infringed on our civil rights, it seems
that today, protest music is either being silenced or
ignored. With such a broad selection to choose fro m, the

This heavily anti-establishment, anti-fascism band found the punk
scene to be full of irony. Fueled by anti-nationalism, Anti-Flag were
angered to hear the pledge of allegiance being sung at punk shows and
see fans holding the American Flag. Thus their name and powerful lyrics
were born.

t>eadl K enn edys

masses favour songs like " Yeah" by Usher, which is virtually about nothing, over songs like "Oppression" by Ben

In the late 70s and early 80s, the Dead Kennedys were one of the
most important American bands in the world of punk and protest
music. Their songs are mostly satires of the violence and right-wing
ideals they believe characterize the U.S.A.

Harper. Various artists, such as Bruce Springsteen or the
Dixie Chicks, w ho have spoken out against Bush and the

Fugazi

controversial war in Iraq, have actually been booed or
even boycotted for voicing their beliefs.

This Washington D.C. band has made a name for itself through its community activism, $5 shows
and $10 CDs.
They have either played benefit concerts for or are affiliated in some way with many organizations
including Amnesty International, Positive Force, The Washington Free Clinic, Campaign For Tibet,
Emmaus Services for the Aging, Food Not Bombs, and countless others.

- Michelle Pinchev, Features Editor

Bob Marley
In the age of Protest Music, Marley
begin his music career in 1961, at
the age of 16. Throughout his
career he became famous for his
protest anthems and love songs
about "ganja."
received a Peace
of the Third
from the United
and travelled to
making stops in
Ethiopia and

p~D

One of the greare.t hand•
of all time, Pink Floyd lashed out at dictatorship, fascism, Nazism, religion and power, money and market
forces, and all aspects of war- all the while creating a
unique, psychedelic rock sound.
And in New York City
The business man in his
mohair suit
In the world trade center
Puffs on his cheroot
And he said
"Well I don't care who owns the desert sands,
My brief
Is with the hydrocarbons underneath"
-"Towers of Faith" by Pink Floyd

~o b D !1 Ltit 11\,
Dylan began performing in the early 1960s in coffeehouses during his college years. This was the period of time when protest music thrived and ruled the charts. All types of music from gospel to rock-and-roll
fronted powerful messages about peace, war and injustice. Where folk-revival was concerned, the name
Bob Dylan was synonymous with protest.
Many of the most well-known protest songs were either sung by Bob Dylan or covers of songs he
wrote. His list includes "Hurricane," a song about boxer Hurricane Carter's plight for freedom; many
believe he was wrongly imprisoned for a murder he did not commit. He also wrote "blowin' in the wind,"
"knockin' on heaven's door," "times they are a changin"' and what many believe to be the greatest protest
song of all time, "masters of war."
Bob Dylan inspired a generation of musicians and music lovers. His ballads urged people to speak up
about important issues, changing the way we look at music and politics.

Joan cBaez
Baez, who's career started long before she gained
recognition in 1959, was the leading female
folksinger of the 1960s. When her career began, her
first album contained several children's songs. As
years passed, she became musically and personally
involved with Bob Dylan, and his influence brought
out more socially conscious music from Baez. A
determined war protester, she was arrested several
times in her career for her political activism. With a
successful career spanning over 35 years, Baez is the
female counterpart of Bob Dylan in the world of
protest music.
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"You can't escape the politics if
you're Irish. It's like the two subjects you can't talk about anywhere else in the world: religion
and politics. It's all Irish people
talk about."
- Bono
U2's focus has been anthem rock

as they tour with big songs about
heavy issues: topics like civil
rights, with lyrics about the assassination of Martin Luther King
Jr., and civil war, with words
from the headlines in Northern
Ireland.
Ever since the 1980s, Bono
has been dedicated to help poor
countries, raising $200 million
for Africa.
Today, Bono has a new cause,
one which has consumed him for
the past four years. Ever since

realizing that the money raised
for Africa is pretty much what the
country pays every week to much
wealthier countries, Bono has
been committed to debt relief and
continues to make a world of difference.
Now Bono has forged a promising friendship with Canada's
PM, Paul Martin. Bono's influence caused Martin to cut debts
owed to Canada by Third World
countries. In return, U2 will be
performing in Ottawa soon.

Ra.IJe
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tlie Ma.thine
Long before the issue was receiving !my real
was arrested while protesting against sweatshops.
Known for their radical messages about
the band has not only encouraged fi$s to take
line countless times.
· I
In 1993, Rage Against the Machine spent 15
without singing or playing, in order to protest
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The 1960s instantly come to mind as a time when protest music dominated the airwaves and paved the way for
But music has been used as a political tool long since before. Some of the earliest protest songs were sung by
after the founding of the U.S. Songs were used as codes for signposts on the escape routes of the Unrl<>ro-rnl
Railroad. "Follow the Drinking Gourd" was a song of the Underground Railroad, a network that
escape to freedom in the North. In the song, the "drinking gourd" was code for the BigDipper ~.:umm:w
Additional code words described signposts on the escape route out of Alabama and Mississippi.

Strange :fruit
the
>test
ring

Originally written by a Jewish schoolteacher from
Brooklyn, singer Billie Holiday made this song
famous about a decade before the civil rights
movement, making it one of the most powerful
protest songs of our time.

Southern trees bear strange
fruit . .. Blood on the leaves
and blood at the root .. . Blac
bodies swinging in the south
breeze . .. Strange fruit hangi
from the poplar trees .. .
Pastoral scene of the gallant
south ... The bulging eyes and th
twisted mouth ... Scent of magnol
sweet and fresh ... Then the sud
smell of burn i ng flesh .... Here i
fruit f or t he crows to pluck ... Fo
t h e ra i n to gather , f or t he win d to
s u ck ... Fo r t he sun t o r o t, f or the
tre e s t o dr op .. .
Here is a s trange and bitter crop.
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:receiving *ny real attention, Tom Morello, singer for Rage,
ting agains~ sweatshops.
:al messages about politics, social 'issues and world news,
ouraged f~s to take action, but have put themselves on the

. I

This musician overcame blindness, racism and drug addiction to become one of America's most celebrated artists.
He took a powerful stand against segregation when he
refused to play a concert in Georgia where only whites
were allowed in · privileged areas. As a result, he was
banned from Georgia, his home state, until 1979 when it
was finally reversed.

t the Machine spent 15 minutes on stage completely naked
g, in order;~o. protest against censorship.

Black Panther Party
}".U.G.I.T.I.V.E.S.
'-%-

Ani Difranco
Since 1989, Ani Difranco has given us beautiful
music and poetry about sexual, political and social
injustices, in an angry but feminine matter.
Rejecting major, male-run record labels, she founded her own calling it "Righteous Babe Records."
More recently, she has turned her lyrical focus on
Bush, terrorism and war.

"open fire on hollywood
open fire on mtv .
open fire on nbc and cbs and abc
open fire on the NRA
And all the lies they told us along the way
open fire on each weapons manufacturer
while he's giving head to some republican
senator and if i hear one more time
about a fools right to his tools of rage
and i'm
going to move to
Canada and we're
going to die of old

The Black Panther F.U.G.I.T.I.V.E.S. are a hip hop trio
whose mtis~c captures the spirit and legacy of the legendary
Black Panther Party for a new generation.
· F.tl.G.LT.I.V.E.S stands for Future Under the Guidance
6£c· Intelligent True Individuals who Visualize Every
Struggle. In tiine where hip-hop is socially unconscious,
this trio is bringing the black panther legacy back to life.

·a

He's been on the musie scene longer than you think.
Talib Kweli, whose name means "seeker of truth and
knowledge," remained humbly underground until recently
wheri his talent inevitably led to mainstream success. In his
music, especially his older work, Talib expresses anti-war
sentiment, a strong mistrust of American media and encourages activism at the community level.

Jort ...Amod
Tori .tunos protests are far-less political than many of those out there. Her lyrics cover religious confusion, adolescent issues, healing, loss and rape. Having survived a terrible assault herself, she has been extremely open about her
personal experiences, giving a powerful voice to the subject. One song called "me and gun", recounts her experience giving many others the courage to do the same.

Madonna
"Oops, I didn't know I couldn't talk about sex," is one of
key lines from one of Madonna's songs, "human
nature."
Perhaps she couldn't, but she did anyway. Pop music
superstar Madonna was a powerful force in today's
sexually explicit music industry.
made full use of
sexuality, confidence
to a lesser degree, her
talent, to manipulate her
career and image. No female
in the industry had such a degree
of control over their career as Madonna

With her outrageous music videos, racy lyrics, outlandish
fashions (remember the cone bra?) and a book she simply
titled "Sex", Madonna became the poster girl for controversy while changing the role of women in music forever.
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Golden Hawks

www.laurierathletics.com

Ladies' 4-1 victory ends Alberta's streak of 110 straight wins to take
Laurier's first hockey gold, and seventh national title in school history
MIKE BROWN

Staff Writer

night was one of utter
Sunday
euphoria for the Wilfrid

Laurier women's hockey team, as
they did what no other Laurier
squad could manage this year:
capping a dream season with a
CIS Championship title. At
Montreal's McGill University,
the ladies earned a date with the
top-ranked Alberta Pandas in the
championship game and did not
squander it, upsetting the threetime defending champions by a 4
1 margin.
The victory ended a 110-

game undefeated streak for
Alberta that dated back to
October 2001. "The last two
years, we've been in their shadow, so we wanted an opportunity
to play them," explained tournament MVP Ashley Stephenson.
"All the attention was on them
but everyone in the dressing
room knew we could beat them."
"The team was looking forward to this game, and they were
so ready," added Coach Rick

Osborne. Certainly, the ladies
looked well prepared as they took
to the ice in Sunday's final.
Though the first period saw no

scoring, the Hawks' smothering

press kept Alberta's chances to a
minimum and allowed them to
open the scoring in the second.
Just 28 seconds in, Joseph

much we put into this team and
how much we support and care
about each other, and in the end,
it paid off. I can't get over it; it's
a pretty amazing feeling."
"Our team just dominated
them in every capacity; it was

Lady Hawks
potential dynasty?
"I think we're definitely
going to be losing a lot
of great players this
year-a ot of leadership. But I'm confident... the team next
year will be able to fill

beat Alberta net-minder Andrea
Thomas to give the Hawks an
advantage they'd never relinawesome," added second year
quish. With two more quick talfrom
lies
Jen
forward Fiona
Aiston.
Heslin and rookie
"I'm
the holes."
defender Jessica Game #1
very, very proud
Candice Djukic, Assistant
Judges, the Hawks Laurier 6 Manitoba 0 of them."
(2 A)
Captain
had the defending Goals: Cully (2), Joseph,
The road to the
champs on the Parissenti, Kenworthy,
championship
was not without "The coaching staff we
ropes.
Stephenson
hiccups,
CIS
its
MVP
really
though. After an have has been
Danielle Bourgeois Game #2
was finally able to
impressive 6-0 great. think they'll
Laurier
3
Concordia
2
Laurier
tensolve
win over the keep the team competCicchillo,
Goals:
Joseph,
Cully
der Cindy Eadie,
eventual bronze
itive for years to
medallist,
potting a power
play marker late in CIS Final
Manitoba come."
Bisons,
the second to make Laurier 4 Alberta 1
which
Amanda Joseph (4 G, 2 A)
it 3
wasn't
was
a
1. "I
paced by
Goals: Joseph (2), Heslin,
three-point pereven concerned," Judges
said Osborne of the
formance from "This victory definitely
goal. "[Alberta] is
Joseph and two can help bring in the
like 45 percent on the power play goals from rookie Samantha new recruits. The expoin their conference; they didn't Cully, the Hawks narrowly edged
sure is good. People
get a shot on goal in their first the Concordia Stingers, 3- 2.
two power plays. We had taken
The win came with a cost, get to know our name
though. The aforementioned and see that we're a
away everything they do."
The coach's confidence was Aiston took a controversial game
good program to come
apparently well founded, as his misconduct in the last five minsquad out-skated Alberta in the utes when her body-check sent a to."
Laurissa Kenworthy, Allfinal frame, and added an emptyConcordia forward sprawling.
net marker with 10.8 seconds Though the team protested the Tournament Team (1 G, 1 A)
remaining, courtesy of the tourdecision after the player in quesnament's leading scorer, Amanda tion admitted to faking the injury,
"From what we hear,
Joseph. With the 4 1 win in the Aiston was not permitted to play
books, the Hawks' elation kicked in the championship game. "I was there's going to be
in, and the unaccustomed losers devastated," the forlorn forward some really good
were left to grieve the heartbreakadmitted.
recruits coming in. I
ing defeat. "They were not
Without his third leading
expecting this streak to end this scorer on the top line, Osborne have absolutely no
year," noted Osborne. "Their was forced to juggle his lines for doubt that we're going
players were a mess emotionally the final, eventually opting to to
be a strong team to
after the game."
move assistant captain Candice
Second year defender Lauren Djukic into Aiston's place. The contend with in the
Meschino, who shared in the choice proved successful as next three or four
unenviable task of shutting down Djukic assisted on the Joseph
years."
Bourgeois, was ecstatic after the goal that put Laurier in front, and
Fiona Aiston, 2nd Team OUA
win: "It's just so cool to see how
Please see Champs, page 20 All-Star (1 A)
-
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March Madness Preview 19

NCAA ball: the best tourney in sports
64 Teams, 3 weeks, and the hopes of entire schools resting on the shoulders of 12 players under the age of 21, it's the tournament where
careers are made and dreams crushed. So whether you're a compulsive
sports junkie or a playoffs-only follower, March Madness is as good as it
gets. Here is Cord Sports' preview and humble predictions...

The Big
Five
NORTH CAROLINA
If Rashad McCants wonky knee
holds up, the Tar Heels will have
a formidable presence on the outside as well as the irrside with big
man, Sean May, crashing the
boards with reckless abandon.

Impact Players
CHRIS PAUL, PG, WAKE
FOREST, SOPHOMORE
He is a top
point guard in
the nation
on one of the
best teams in
the
tournament. He is a
leader and a
hard-nosed player that loves to
compete. He gets his teammates
involved and averages almost
seven assists per game on the season. Paul is a feisty defender and
can knock down the three-ball
with ease. He is a highly touted
prospect for the NBA.
-

ANDREW BOGtJT, C, UTAH,

SOPHOMORE
The
7-foot

ILLINOIS
With charismatic point guard Dee
Brown leading the Illini to a near
perfect record and the Big Ten
Conference crown, little seems to
he standing in their way.

Australian
beast is a force
in the middle
for the Utes.
Has a polished
post-up game
around
the
hoop and is an excellent passer.
Leads his team in scoring with
over 20 points per game and is at
the top of the nation with over 12
rebounds a game. He also shoots
63 percent from the floor and is
projected to be a top pick in the
NBA draft.

DUKE

The Blue Devil's 25-5 overall
record may be deceptive. The
team has depended on sharpshooter J.J. Redick's 3-pointers
all season long and its only a matter of time before his often overlooked 41 percent shooting percentage from beyond the arc will
gain the spotlight once again.

j.J.

REDICK. SG, DUKE,

JUNIOR

OKLAHOMA STATE

The

Crafty guard John Lucas has handled the reins for the Cowboys all
season long without faltering. It's
hard to say when he will fall off
the saddle, especially after a convincing championship victory in
the Big 12 Conference?
WASHINGTON
Finding themselves in a formidable position as the number one
seed in the 'weak' Albuquerque
bracket could pave the way to an
appearance in the Final Four.

March
sleepers

6'4"

shooting
guard is one
of the deadliest shooters
in the college
game. Redick
is the leader

Contributed Photo

Dee Brown of the first ranked Illinois Fighting lllini gets gives the crowd a gun show earlier this season.
The Fighting lllini will host the Fair Dickenson on Thursday.

From 64 to 16: Cord Predictions

of the Blue
Devils and has been atop the ACC
scoring rankings all season.
Doesn't have a conscience and
has the capacity to take over
games from behind the arc.
Shoots over 42 percent from three
and averages over 22 points per
contest.

HAKIM WARRICK, PF,
SYRACUSE, SENIOR
athletic
An
freak
entire
game is based
around
his
superior athletic ability.
He leads the
Orange
in
-

FLORIDA
An upset

victory over the
Kentucky Wildcats in the SEC
Championship give the Gators a
more than fair chance of taking a
bite out of more top seeds along
the way.

SYRACUSE
Having won it all in 2003 with
Carmelo, the Orange are back
with the sensational duo of
Hakim Warrick and Gerry
McNamara, with either one capable of taking over the game with
their lights-out shooting ability.

GEORGIA TECH
Having performed admirably
despite having to share a division
with Duke and North Carolina,
Tech are on a serious roll having
won nine in a row.
GONZAGA
Simply put, no sleeper pick list is
complete
without including
Gonzaga even though they are a
number three seed.

UTAH
The Utes may have the best point
guard in the country, but is it
enough?

points

and

rebounds, while shooting 55 percent from the floor. He is an outstanding rebounder and a good
defender. Warrick brings energy
every possession and is a constant
on the highlight reels.
RASHAD MCCANTS, SG
NORTH CAROLINA, JUNIOR
He is a flashy

player wilh
an all around

offensive
arsenal.
He
can
break
down his man
off the dribble or pull up from behind the arc.
McCants shares the spotlight with
Raymond Felton on the strong
Tar Heel team. He shoots a solid
49 percent from the field and is
poised to break out in this tournament.
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Hawks end
Pandas'
half-decade
reign of
CIS hockey
-From Champs, page 18

the ladies overcame the adversity
to bring the title home.

All along, though, the Hawks
believed they were capable of
beating Alberta, even though few
others expected a new champion
in 2005. "We knew that we could
compete with them this time,
whereas maybe in past national
championships, we were a little

bit intimidated," noted Eadie,
who was only a rookie in the 5 2
loss the Hawks suffered against
-

www.laurierathletics.com

From left, Laurissa Kenworthy and Ashley Stephenson lift the hardware, while Candice Djukic and Amanda Joseph show off their newlyearned banner. Laurier beat Alberta 4 1 in the CIS Final, ending the Pandas three year reign as Canadian champs.
-

www.laurierathletics.com

All-Canadians, Cindy
Eadie
and
(top)
Ashley Stephenson
(bottom).

mm

Alberta in the 2002 finals.
"I think that we might've had a
better individually skilled team
four years ago but this year we
had a better team," said veteran
forward Lindsay Arbeau. "Our
team cohesion this year was the
best out of the four years I've
been here. It's just amazing how
everyone gets along together."
For the many veterans on the
team, this title
the Hawks' first
women's
in
hockey was the perfect way to cap their careers at
Laurier. Along with Eadie, a CIS
All-Canadian for the second time
in her career, the Hawks bid a
regrettable farewell to Joseph,
Jessica Singh, and Merritt
Blundy, all of whom have helped
build the Laurier program over
the last four years.
In addition, both Stephenson
and Arbeau are undecided as to
whether they've played their last
games as Golden Hawks, though
they have one year of eligibility
left. "If this was my last year, it
was a fantastic way to go out,"
said Stephenson.
Though the departing veterans
will be missed, Coach Osborne
remains optimistic. "The plan is
to be a contender for the national
championship every year," he
explains. Having been with the
team a mere year and a half,
Osborne couldn't have hoped to
attain this goal any quicker.
"I'm just so proud of the
girls," he said after the win.
"We're the team to beat now, and
I wouldn't want it any other way."
-

-

While

a

110-game

unbeaten

streak isn't likely to materialize
anytime soon, the Hawks hope
this is just the beginning of a
women's hockey dynasty of their
own.
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studenthouses.ca studenthouses.ca studenthouses.ca studenthouses.ca

WE CAN
HOOK YOO OP

(With a great place to live, 300 feet to campus, and cool roommates)

Studenthouses.ca has a few existing tenants who are looking
for roommates for next year.

First come first serve
Call 885-9145

www.studenthouses.ca

HI
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Authors kick up their heels at the
"Literary Saloon and Cowgirl Shindig"
L'Abbe, Camilla Gibb, Maggie
Helwig, Erin Noteboom, Carrie
Snyder and Priscila Uppal, three
of whom are poets, and three of
whom are novelists. In the spirit

Courtesy Erina Harris

Event organizer Erina Harris.

Brittany Lavery

local poet Erina Harris and sported the legendary Calamity Jane
as its mascot the quote above is
from the event's program so if
that didn't entice listeners...
Featuring six local women writers, the reading was held in conwith
International
junction
Women's Week it was a night of
reveling in several underappreciated things: literature, the power
of women's words and independent publishing companies (many
of the readers were published by
small, independent local presses).
Not to mention soakin' ourselves
in spirits and "tonsil varnish." I
had looked forward to this
-

-

Staff Writer

Jane grew to be
V_/some wild thing. That
girl! Traded her skirts for horseridin'-wee Jane stood no taller
than a cow's arse, but our swashbuckling bullcracker she declined
dresses: instead became a girl
pullin' triggers and boastin'!"
Cowgirls and literature are
not subjects that I would have
placed in the same category.
However, a poetry reading at the
Starlight Club on Tuesday, March
8 did just that. The evening, publicized as a "Literary Saloon and
Cowgirl Shindig," was hosted by

-

evening because it was a poetry
reading, but was impressed and
excited by the celebratory feminist flavour the night had.
The readers featured at the
event were local writers Sonnet

of International Women's Week,
each writer was asked, before
reading her own material, to
explain which woman writer had
most influenced or inspired her in
her own writing. It's always interesting to learn which famous
authors inspire contemporary
writers, and this was especially
exciting because it emphasized
community between women and
the intergenerational (and sometimes intertextual) sharing of
experiences. Some of the wellknown writers the women cited
included Canadian writers Carol

Shields, Gwendolyn MacEwen,
and Dionne Brand, while other
women quoted writers who spoke
of their experiences in WWII and
ancient Japan. The latter was particularly interesting because, as
Erin Noteboom informed the
audience, the Japanese writer
hailed from the only period in
history where the only leading literary geniuses were women.
One of the highlights of the
evening for me was the aforementioned Noteboom's work.
Inspired by short nature poems
such as haikus and tankas,
Noteboom included in her poems
what she referred to as naughty

prick of noon" in Romeo and
Juliet. Noteboom's poetry was
mostly short and light-hearted,
but contained some of the most
rich and striking images I heard
all evening.

Noteboom inluded in
her poems what she
referred to as
naughty "botanical
imagery".

Another writer whose work
stood out for me was Carrie
Snyder, the first reader of the
evening. A novelist, Snyder read
from a story that she wrote about
a Muslim woman's experiences in
Africa. The excerpt Snyder chose

to read riveted the audience, as it
was about the horrifying subject
of female genital mutilation (an
issue that women's groups are
very concerned about, and thus
another contributor to the feminist theme of the event). While all
of the writers were talented, it
was Snyder's reading that I found
most moving.
It was great to see the creativity and beauty of women's writing celebrated at the Starlight last
week. This happens all too seldom in the current world, and the
evening was a refreshing foray
into a subject that usually has to
struggle to receive attention. As
our heroine Calamity Jane would
have put it:"I am Calamity Janedrinks on the house!"

"botanical imagery." Apparently,
in the ancient Japanese literary
that
so
period
inspired
Noteboom, it was common to use
garden
images
as
sexual
metaphor, much in the same way
Shakespeare uses the phrase "the
bawdy hand is now upon the

Courtesy Erina Harris

Local author Carrie Snyder.

Hostage is nothing we haven't seen before

BRAD SKELTON
Movie Critic

Is it just me, or are film critics
becoming just as intellectually
lazy as filmmakers? Having read
a few reviews of Hostage after
seeing the movie, I was rather
stunned that a number of people
described it as "an entertaining
thrill-ride," or something to that
effect. Have we all simply been

bludgeoned into submission by
the overwhelming number of
half-baked Hollywood spectacles
that are assembled from the left-

over pieces of other movies?
Hostage is by no means a bad
film, but it ain't good either, and
I'm getting so bored with these
formula outings. Haven't we seen
this all so many times before?
Brace Willis plays Jeff Talley,
the top hostage negotiator in Los
Angeles. As the movie opens we
get one of those obligatory
sequences having little to do with
the rest of the movie that shows
Talley on the job. A hostage situ-

Contributed photo

Bruce Willis as Jeff Talley, who is strangely similar to many charcters we've seen Willis play before.
ation gets out of control, threepeople (including a little boy) are
killed, and as a result Talley
resigns. He moves to a small
town farther north and takes a job
as police chief, presumably due
to guilt and because he can't deal
with the pressures of L.A. anymore.

Now the real story kicks into
gear as three teenagers follow a
family back to their mansion,
which is really more of a castle,

with the intention of stealing an
and some money. The
police respond when the mansion's security system is set off
and the teens take the family
hostage. There are other developments and plot twists that occur
as the situation turns into a threering circus, but those developments will come as no surprise to
anyone who has seen the trailer
SUV

for this movie. In fact, any reasonably savvy film-goer should

be able to figure out what's going
to happen every step of the way.
I could go on, but even thinking through the events of the
movie in hindsight makes me
weary. Hostage follows its formula competently enough, and
contains some slick camera work
and special effects, but it's ultimately too pedestrian and
unimaginative.
There are also some really
ham-fisted touches, such as the

lame musical score and a scene
where one of the villains walks in
slow-motion down a burning corridor as though he were Lucifer.
Brace Willis can play a part
like this blindfolded and with all
his limbs tied down. He's good at
such roles, but they don't require
much effort from him. This film
and Willis' character are cast very
much in the mold of Die Hard,
which is much smarter and 10
times more exciting. Of the supporting cast, there's not much to
say, except for Kevin Pollack,
who plays the father of the captive family and spends much of
the movie unconscious; I single
Pollack out only because I once
saw his standup routine and feel
obligated to tell you that he does
an uncanny impersonation of
Alan Arkin.
Jean-Luc Godard once said
that the best way to critique a
film is to make another film. The
recent film that used a similar
premise to much greater effect
was Panic Room, which took its
setup and proceeded with inexorable logic from one development to the next, complimented
by a wonderfully claustrophobic
exploration of dramatic space.
Hostage, by comparison, looks
flaccid, as though it was drawn
by the numbers.

.
[
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Resident Evil4
terrifyingly fun
graphics is clean, crisp and precise and makes for an immersing
experience.

JILLIAN PANCOTT
Copy Editor

his past weekend I played
T
Resident Evil 4 for
Gamecube. This was a very
impressive game, for many reasons. The graphics were phenomenal, the enemies were creepy
and the music sent chills down
my spine every time it started to
play. The overall atmosphere is
scary, which mixed with my
jumpy personality, was a problem. If you've played any of the
other Resident Evil games, you
know what I'm talking about. You
play Leon who is in search of the
President's daughter, Ashley, who
was kidnapped - quite possibly
with the help of an insider. You
then proceed through the levels,
shooting people - very zombielike people - until they stop coming after you. A quite simple
premise, and yet difficult for me,
personally. I'm just not cut out for
this type of game. However,
many people are, as long as
you're not too jumpy.
Graphics: I am truly in love with
the graphics of the game. The
colours aren't bright like I usually
like, but it adds to the atmosphere
more this way. The people are
smooth and very real looking,
instead of the boxy look that
often accompanies games of the
similar genre. I saw no glitches
during game play, no obvious
breaks in foreground and background, and no disappearing into
walls. Everything about the

Controls: It's best if you don't
skip the intro like I unfortunately
did, because then you would
know the controls for the first
level, but in all honesty, you can
just fiddle around and try a few
buttons and then realize exactly
what you need. A is the action
button for shooting when you're
holding the R button, slashing the
knife when holding the L button,
and for any other random action
that may be required in the game.
A message will indicate what the
A button will do, such as search a
dead body for items, jump, kick,
and so on. You aim the gun with
the control stick while holding
down R, but the hard part is you
can't move around while aiming,
which I found frustrating. You
reload with B while holding R.
As usual, the C stick is the camera button, but it will not hold the
position and constantly returns to
over the right shoulder position.

Obey your ears, not gimmicks
Carly Beath
A&E Editor

-

"You should be in an . all-girl
band. That way people would pay
attention to you."
I'm sure he- a friend of mine
- meant it innocently enough. But
that one comment, made long ago
when there was no snow on the
ground yet, started an argument
that is still ongoing between us.
He went on to try and clarify
and dig his way out of the hole he
knew he had dug himself into
when he saw the look on my face
- or maybe when I started yelling,
"Everyone needs a gimmick,"
he said. "Most famous musicians
have one. You need one if you
want to be famous."
The musician in me shuddered. "No, everyone does not!
Gimmicks are stupid! Artistic
integrity!" I yelled. "I don't want
people to listen to me because
I'm in an all-girl band, I want
them to listen to me because they
like my music."
The business student in him
countered: "But wouldn't you
rather be famous with a gimmick,

than not famous at all?"
No. No I would not.
He pointed to one of my
favourite bands to illustrate his
point. "Look at Tegan and Sara:
They're twins and they're both
lesbians."
I kept throwing him names of
other acts and asking what their
girnrnicks were. He. seemed to
have an answer for every one.
"Smashing Pumpkins," I said.
They couldn't possibly have a
gimmick (unless you count being
the best fucking band ever, I suppose). I was right - that one
stumped him.
Not that it mattered if these
bands have so-called gimmicks
or not, because I wasn't buying
his argument that that's what
makes a band popular. Tegan and
Sara write insanely catchy songs
and have the voices to back them
up, that's the primary reason people listen to them. Right? Right?
Plus, it can't be a gimmick - it's
just who they are.
But as much as I ranted about
artistic integrity and maintained
this steadfast disavowal of gimmicks to him, I began to wonder
if there was a grain of truth in his
assertion.
In February, I saw a band

Game Play: Things run fairly
smoothly during game play, but it
becomes tedious and slow when
it comes to searching the dead
bodies; if you find ammo, there is
a secondary screen asking if
you're sure you want to pick it up.
I was always sure since my aim is
not accurate and I was going
through bullets like there was no
tomorrow. With the original gun,
only ten bullets per clip means
lots of reloads, which is time consuming when enemies are
approaching.
The screen is well-utilized
and very little obstructs your
view. The bottom right hand corner contains the health meter with
ammo count inside, and doesn't
interfere at all. My biggest complaint is I couldn't run anywhere.
In these types of games, I will
choose the flight option, and in
RE4 Leon walks slowly - very,
very slowly - even when enemies
approach.
Overall: This game is amazing; I
just know that it is not my type of
game. I'll try it some more, and
see if I can steady my nerves, but
I refuse to play it with the lights
off or the volume up loud. I
respect the effort that went into
graphics and the incredibly
smooth game play, and recommend this game to all who enjoy
the scary aspects of such
"Survival Horror" games.

called Smoosh. Smoosh is comprised of two sisters - the drummer
is
10
and
the
keyboardist/singer is 12. Their
technical and songwriting skills
are on par with lots of musicians
two or three times their age. But
would as many people really listen if they were two or three
times their age? Would they be
just an unknown band toiling in
obscurity rather than opening for
Death Cab for Cutie and Mates of
State?
In January, I went to see
Bright Eyes. Opening band Tilly
and the Wall came out on stage
and ... "Is that girl's only job to
tap dance?" I asked shortly after
they started their first song. "I
sure hope so," replied Bryan. He
got his wish. Instead of a drummer, the band had a girl with
mic' ed tap shoes. The tap-dancing percussion manages to get
past novelty, because it actually
sounds really good. But part of
me can't help but wonder how
many reviews of their album get
into magazines and onto websites
simply because the reviewer
wants to be able to write about
the tap-dancing.
As my idealism gets tom
down piece by piece, I have to
wonder ~ why? Why do bands
need some nifty marketing angle
to go with their music? The
answer, I think, is sad.
The music industry is like a
clogged toilet. There's too much
crap, and we're getting flooded.
It seems that every day there
are ten thousand new mass-market pop stars vying for our attention and twenty-five thousand
new floppy-haired indie rock
bands being touted as the "Next
Big Thing." Choice is nice, but
not when there is far more boring
and bad than interesting and good
to pick from.
With this constant influx of
sameness in music, people get
overwhelmed. We don't know
where to start. So we head for the
shiny thing that catches our eye that detail about a band that has
nothing to do with their music
that nonetheless makes them
more attention-worthy, no matter
what their music sounds like.
It's laziness, pure and simpleon the part of record labels, on
the part of music journalists and
on the part of fans. Next time
you're in the market for music
forget everything you've read in
Rolling Stone, in Blender, at
Pitchfork Media . Give musicians their due and just listen.

Smoosh: They've got-talent, but is their age an asset too?

Cord A &E Top 5. • •
Murder Ballads
1. Stagger Lee - Nick Cave
2. Caleb Myer -Gillian Welch
3.- I Hung My Head - Johnny Cash

4. Make Your Bed - Neko Case
·5. Jack On Fire- Gun Club
-Sierra Leedham

Cheesy Swedish
Bands/Artists
1. Gunther
2. Ace of Base

Canadian hip-hop songs
1. Monopoly Money - Citizen Kane

2. Whatchuwantnow - IRS

3. Europe

3. The Throwback - Brassmunk
and Graph Nobel

4. Abba

4. Superstarr Part Zero - K-os

5. Roxette

5. On Wit Da Show - Kardinal
Offishall

-Sierra Leedham

-Wilbur Mclean
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Do you recognize these lyrics? If so, e -mail th e song title and artist to
wlu entert.ainment@yahoo.ca and you could win a fa bul ous p rize. Of cou rse, I'll
have no way of kn owing if yo u Google it, b ut you 'll have to live with th e guilty
conscience of a dirty cheater. Ravin der Sangh era won two weeks ago by kn owing the lyrics were from Nine Inch Nails' "Closer": 1 forgot to e -mail h im and te ll
him. Surprise! Tfyou're reading this, Ravindet; I'll e -mail you prize details.
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Merchant faithful to Shakespeare
Rob Crocco
Movie Critic

t is nice to see a Shakespearian
Ituralremake
remain within its culand periodic dimension.

It

almost seems trendy nowadays to
remake Shakespearian classics in
a modern day adaptation: 0
(2001), Branagh's Hamlet (1996)
- and who can forget Leonardo
DiCaprio and Claire Danes in
Romeo and Juliet (1996)?
Michael
Radford's
The
Merchant of Venice is a film that
is traditional in mode and context. The setting embodies all the
major components of a faithful
Shakespearian creation: setting,
clothing and language. Costumes
radiate silky textures of dark red,
magnificent purple and ravishing
yellow, all of which enhance
Venice in its recreated 16th century motif- even Venice's famous
canals look unpolluted.
The film stars critically
acclaimed actors Al Pacino as
Shylock and Jeremy Irons as

[]
4.5 out ofa possible 5 surfing Serts

Title: In Between Dreams
Release [)ate: Man:h 1, 2005
Label: Brush Rre Records

With the weather still in the negatives, everyone's f.avourite Mr.
Nice Guy in music is back once
again to bring us some positives
with his third album, In Between
Dreams. With the success of his
previous two platinum albums,
Brushfire Fairytales and On
and On, Jack Johnson is ready to
make a name for himself in the
music industry on his latest offering. Unlike so many artists in the
music industry these days who
feel the need to change their
sound with each new release,
Johnson sticks to the same laidback style and acoustic-based
sound on this album. And why
should he tinker with something
that is so good? If it ain't broke,
don't fix it.
·
Johnson along with drummer
Adam Topol, bassist Merlo
Podlewski and producer Mario
Caldato Jr. have once again provided listeners a feel good, warm
and relaxed album. Johnson sets
off the tender tone of the album
with "Better Together", a great
song for loving couples to enjoy
listening to together as the chorus
stresses that "It's always better
when we're together." The next
song, "Never Know", is easily

Antonio; Joseph Fiennes as
Bassanio, and introduces Lynn
Collins as the ever so alluring
Portia. Although all of these performances are strong - and of
course other secondary characters
I failed to highlight - it is AI
Pacino and his portrayal of
Shylock that is most memorable.
This is not to suggest that I did
not expect a worthy performance
from Pacino upon entering the
theatre, but I was slightly skeptical as to how Pacino would manifest Shylock in order to challenge or reinforce various
ambivalences that have been
associated with this character for
centuries.
Pacino is nothing short of
brilliant; in fact, his performance
is so overpowering that I found
myself sympathetic to Shylock's
disposition, and I'll explain why.
Shylock is a complex character
whose motivation and reasoning
is ambiguous; although he is
treated as a dog - as he openly
admits - he· lends money to
Bassanio. But why should he lend
money to the very hand that slaps
him? Some might say for respect

the catchiest song on the whole
album, as Johnson skillfully
plays with his delivery as he talks
about tolerance and not pushing
your religion on other people.
"Banana Pancakes" is another
patented love song from Johnson
in which he speaks with an unrushed appreciation for the
moment, like making fruit-filled
flapjacks on a rainy day.
On his current single "Sitting,
Waiting, Wishing", a soulful
groove with a heavy base line,
Johnson bemoans the games of·
waiting for a woman to see the
signs of his interest. Johnson
wrote this song to cheer up his
friend while he was waiting on a
girl for one whole year, and just
in case you are interested, his
friend didn't get the girl - the sad
reality of waiting on someone.
Then drummer Topol and bassist
Podlewski sound like they're having a blast cutting loose on the
upbeat "Staple It Together".
Other notable tracks on the
album include the French song
"Belle'', which is a joke song that
Johnson wrote way back in 2001
for his wife, who happens to
speak a little bit of French. "Do
You Remember" is just a simple
love song with some personal
moments that Johnson had with
his wife back froni the college
days, another song to make people laugh and feel good.
So with the final exams looming large in the near future, the
stress level will be at an all time
high for everyone. If you need a
soundtrack to take you away
from the relentless hustle of life
and exams, In Between Dreams
is that album. Jack Johnson has
made being a nice mellow fellow
cool once again.
-Leo Yu

Taking the vicious punk twangs
of Gang of Four, the quirky clatter of Blur and the pop art musings of the Velvet Underground,
London's Bloc Party are progressing to become the next big

or for power, but I would like to
suggest that S2Ylock agrees to the
loan (without mterest) in order to
test Bassanio's own integrity - to
see if he is a man of his word.
Shylock looks upon this loan as a
test, not for himself, but for his
enemy: "Why look you, how you
storm! I would be friends with
you and have your love, Forget
the shames that you have stained
me with, Supply - your present
wants, and take no doit Of usance
for my moneys and you'll not
hear me. This is kind I offer." In
other words, it is you who looks
upon me as subhuman, and it is
you who views me worthless, yet
you ask me for a favour and I
shall grant it greater than you
expect, however... Poetic and
profound, Shylock agrees to the
loan with one stipulation: if the
bond becomes forfeit, he is owed
a pound of Bassanio's flesh.
The condition of such a rare
agreement is a test for Bassanio,
although most readings would
suggest the contrary. This agreement foreshadows the most
intense moment of the film,
which occurs during the court

scene. Shylock refuses to give
mercy to Boassanio, who has forfeited the bond and therefore,
owes Shylock a pound of his own
flesh. Bassanio's character fully
comes to life as he begs Shylock
to relinquish his right to a pound
of flesh and by doing so, appears
pathetic, weak and without honour. Shylock, however, is not feeble and nor is he as easily manipulated as everyone had thought;
he wants the pound of flesh to
illustrate his own self worth as a
man of his word. By giving into
Boassanio's weezly cries for
mercy, he is compromising his
own honour and therefore,
becomes obsessed with the pound
of flesh, not because he lusts for
blood, but because he longs for
respect in a world that looks to
supplant that value.
Pacino's enthralling performance can be interpreted in many
ways, but I found myself more
sympathetic to his character
because he exemplifies honour as
vital and crucial to human existence, which is a notion that
Bassanio negates. This film
stands as one of the better
bass, drums and guitar is very
reminiscent of Franz Ferdinand,
while the chirpy London vibe of
The Libertines is also present. It
indeed looks set up so that Bloc
Party could be the replacement of
said groups. But in my opinion,
Bloc Party have the ability to stay
around for much longer: they're
not all about fun and cheeky
British-ness; they have the same
element of freshness but a sound
that is going to appeal to a wider
base of listeners.
If you're a fan of the New
York punk of Radio 4 and The
Rapture, and are attracted to that
quirky British snarl, then Bloc
Party should hit the spot. We'll
have to see how well the Party
goes in their North American tour
starting Monday.

Bloc Party

D

-Alex Hayter

4 out of a possible 5 alarms

Trtle: .Silent Alarm

Release Date: Mar. 22, 2005
Label: Vice
thing out _of good old Britain.
Built on their success of underground fame throughout urban
London, the band's debut album
has a distinctly earthy, dirty feel,
despite its electronic leanings.
Fronted by singer Kele
Okereke, whose cockney accent
adds an interesting dimension to
· Postal Sei'Vice
this punk-disco style of music,
the band relishes in politics and
sex. Okereke is quite a character
and seems to have a lot to say,
3.5 out'of a possible 5 envefopes
with the obligatory British rant
Trtle: Give Up (vinyl edition)
on Bush and post-9/11 in the
Release Date: No. 5, 2004
slashing "Helicopter": "Stop
Lapel: Sub. Pop
.
being so American/There's a time
and a place." This guitar romp of
angular, slicing riffs and frantic You may be thinking, "But Carly,
smack of beats brings the idea of - the Postal Service album came
punk-pop into a much more out in 2003. Are there that many
evolved state.
differences from the CD version
Elsewhere on the album the that you have to review the vinyl
drums thrash unabashedly while version?" Sure are, junior.
the bass gets muddy and throbs Besides corning on rad red vinyl
harshly under Okereke's haunting with a poster, the vinyl version
crys of "She's got a red pill blue features an extra LP of b-sides
pill" on the track "She's Hearing from the "Such Great Heights"
Voices". Evidently, the songs and "The District Sleeps Alone
touch much darker material than Tonight" singles.
many of the band's disco-punk
Of course, the original album
contemporaries, giving a sense of is fantastic. There's the near-permore depth in Bloc Party's em- fect, up-tempo "The District
tent.
Sleeps Alone Tonight" which has
The frantic play between a comfortable place on my "Best

~~.~ruo

Contributed photo

AI Pacino as Shylock.

Shakespearian adaptations of
recent memory and it is Pacino's
best performance - his portrayal
as Roy from Angels in America
was on par - since Scent of a
Women (1992). This film is a
must see for non-Shakespeare
enthusiasts and Shakespeare
lovers alike.
Songs of All Time" list, the
peaceful mid-album "Recycled
Air" and whole bunch of wonderfully melodic techn-emo (yep, I
made that one up - as you can
probably tell).
But it's the b-sides - remixes,
the Postal Service's covers of
other people's songs, other people's covers of Postal Service
songs and one new track - that
make this release different from
the original, so here's the rundown on them:
"There's Never Enough
Time" begins with an adorable
bleepy-bloopy synth line. The
rest of the song is pretty good too.
You may have heard it unknowingly if you've downloaded it as
the misnamed "In Due Time".
There are two instances of
other people covering the Postal
Service. One is good and one is
not so good. The Shins do "We
Will Become Silhouettes" and it's
a bit too circus music-y for me.
The thing that made the original
so great was its pretty pessimism,
and the emotion is all but discarded here. The Iron and Wine cover
of "Such Great Heights", on the
other hand, is even better than the
original. It's slowed down, with
an acoustic guitar replacing the
programmed beats of the original, and Sam Beam's voice quietly sings the lyrics as if his longing is making him too sad to sing
at full-strength.
Then the Postal Service takes
their turn at a cover song, with
the Flaming Lips' "Suddenly
Everything Has Changed" and it's
atmospheric and fantastic.
The DJ Downfall Persistent
Beat remix of "The District
Sleeps Alone Tonight" suffers
from the typical remix problem the song didn't need to be
remixed in the first place and
consequently it doesn't benefit in
any way. The John Tejada remix
of "Such Great Heights" is on par
with the original and makes me
want to shake my ass every single
time I hear it
Give Up's b-sides are split
between unnecessary and awesome but, overall, the package is
well worth picking up for any
Postal Service or vinyl fan.

-Carly Beath
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Elliott Smith proves
enigmatic in book form
Biographical portrait draws parallels between life and song
MISHA WARBANSKI
Concordia University

The Link

Montreal
From

(cup)

--

Like

the posthumous release of
a Basement on a Hill,

Benjamin Nugent's book Elliott
Smith and the Big Nothing is an
opportunistic endeavour as much

as it pays homage to the deceased
musician. On shelves a year after
Smith's death (and just before
Christmas), the biography based
on interviews with friends and
colleagues of Smith will no doubt
sail to success regardless of the
reviews.
I cringed when I read that the
author is also a self-professed
Elliott Smith fan. Fearing hagiographic sermon, I braced myself
for the worst and read on. But
Nugent, whose media credits
include writing for Time and
New York, is the colour reporter
of Smith's life, letting his interview subjects use the whole

palette.
The book follows Smith's life
starting from his youth and musical beginnings as Steven Paul
Smith, living with his mother and

stepfather in suburban Dallas,
Texas. Moving to Portland,
Oregon, he lived with his father
and went on to university, where
he adopted the name Elliott and
became the musician we recognize today.
Smith remains an enigmatic
character, in spite of Nugent's
extensive interviewing and reference to various articles written
about the musician. The character
known by his junior high friends
was not the same Smith as
revealed in magazine interviews.

Smith's young friends seemed
oblivious to problems at home,
and the stories rarely agree on
even the basics, like his favourite
music.

Much of the detail, especially
at the beginning, could have been
edited out. Nugent, for example,
takes great care to explain the difference between Mormonism and
the Community of Christ, only to
report that Smith himself was not
particularly religious, though he
feared hell.

The character known
by his juniour high
friends was not the
same Smith revealed
in interviews... the
stories rarely agree
on even the basics.
However, the book picks up
as the story moves beyond Texas.
Smith's deeply emotional character really starts to take shape in
liberal Oregon. Steeped in sec-

ond-wave feminist literature,
Smith became uncomfortable and
perhaps preoccupied with his
identity as a straight white man.
The focus of the biography is

Smith and his musical projects,
including Heatmiser with fellow
musician Neil Gust. But Nugent's
book also gives a snapshot of the
music scene in the '90s, from the
musicians Smith toured with to
the bands who were "actually
making money," like Nirvana and
Sonic Youth.
Nugent intersperses life story
with analyses of song lyrics.
Using substance abuse as a

the Celine Dion cliches of conmusic."
top-40
temporary
However, eventually those very
cliches claimed the Oscar for best
original soundtrack for Titanic's
"My Heart Will Go On" over
Smith's "Miss Misery" from
Good Will Hunting.
Perhaps the most controversial assertion in the book is that,
according to friend and fellow
musician Bill Santen, Smith's
famous not-so-subtle song about
heroin, "Needle in the Hay", was
written before he was ever a
junkie.
'Needle in the Hay' could
be just as much a metaphor for
the painful places in Smith's psyche as a metaphor for heroine,"
Nugent writes.
The enigma of Smith's life
followed him into death. In
a
October 2003, with From
Basement on a Hill nearing
completion, he died of multiple
stab wounds to the chest. While
some believe it was a suicide, the
autopsy report did not draw a

decisive conclusion.
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COPY TODAY!
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www.wlu.ca/its/newsletter

ROWANNE'S

NEW
LOCATION

/ ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

/
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...where it's all about talent!

MONDAY AMATEUR STRIP MIGHT
Prize

$1000 cash?

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST

$875 IN CASH PRIZES
LADIES NEVER PAY A COVER
1271 VICTORIA STREET NORTH KITCHENER
?

Off Campus Housing

Occupancy May 1, 2005
to April 30, 2006.
Contributed photo

Elliott Smith, the subject of

a new book, died in 2003 at age 34.

Tel: 578-7205

I FOR RENT
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presents

metaphor for love, Nugent writes,
Smith "can easily steer clear of

"

Entertainment*

&

Contact Mike Regan at
1-800-884-3199
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*when we do your taxes

Not a valid coupon.

.••

«...
student tax preparation.
Come in today or call I-800-HRBLOCK
Offer good at participating H&R Block offices in Canada, from February 1, 2005 to May 2, 2005. Pizza coupon given with any purchase of student tax preparation service

at $29.95 per student. Pizza coupon valid for

a medium one-topping pizza at participating Domino's locations.
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AMSTERDAM/PARIS .$599 t
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FLY IMTO UJMDON, AMD HOME FROM MICE
FLY INTO LONDON, AMD HOME FROM MADRID $598
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HOT OFF THE PRESS

get

valid airfare on the web
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on track

Topdeck $100 off coupon

FOR EUROPE

Get yours today in the
Spring *05 Student Traveller

FREE VIP Backpackers

Pick up your copy now at
t

any Travel CUTS office.
For more details call or stop by one of our offices.
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Buy Westjet tickets and earn chances to win

For more details call or stop by one of our offices.

-

visit

www.travelcuts.com for more details,

GRADUATING?

Think Gap Year Abroad

earn
travel
volunteer
vvuiis.
Work

Not a Student, Not a Problem.
,

For more detailscall or stop by one of our offices.
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CMA bound graduate

Become a CMA. It's the edge you need to stand out.
Maybe you've never considered a career in accounting, but
you've probably also never considered the benefits that a
professional designation in management accounting can offer.
It- could mean the difference between blending in, or standing
out from the crowd.

As a CMA you'll build on the range of skills your degree has
already given you. And your training will prepare you to make
strategic and financial decisions, which can help you grow an
organization, and make you an asset to any employer. Gaining a
professional advantage may be closer than you think: Visit our
website to find out how a CMA designation can work for you.

Certified
Management
_
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cma-ontario.org
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Conditions apply. Prices are valid at time of advertising deadline and may vary depending on availability, eligibility and departure dates. Ptices exclude taxes and other applicable fees. Tiavel CUTS is owned and operated by ihe Canadian Feaeratior of Students. TICO ><1324998
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Need a break?

Travel CUTS has just
the answer.
Great Grad Trip ideas
.
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Need a vacation?

Hostel Membership
with the purchase of
a Eurail or Britrail pass

»

$1099's-
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Crossword
BY FRASIR KING
Across:
I. A city of west-central Saudi Arabia on
the Red Sea
6. A temporal state
11.Possessing acres
12.Past tense of'owe'
13.T0 make textiles from thread
14.RinO/ in the oast
15.Much I ike, similar to
16.A helper
17. How old someone is
19. A fine-grained rock of consolidated
silt.
20. Used to indicate the maiden name of
a married woman
21. As compared to'fore'
22. Like Antarctica or Europe
26. Assyrian kino
27.1n a direction toward the mouth
28.Cops put criminals behind
30.T0 create somethino
31.T0 speak to a group of people
33. A thing,object
34. Like Tom Cruise or Russel Crowe
35.Evergreen tree
36. A topic of discourse or discussion

Down:
1. Some boxers have a glass
2. Period of time when the world is
frozen [2 words]
3. A male duck
4. A consort to Shiva
5. A former British colony and protectorate of southern Arabia
7.0f or pertaining to an hour
B.To wait for something in the future
9.What spammers do with emails
10.Like a chisel or a knife
17.0f or pertaining to body parts
18.Like beef or pork
19.Q-Tip Cotton
22. Something unique,or a cultural habit
23. Angry, upset
24.Without clothing
25. An excessive accumulation of serous
fluid in tissue spaces or a body cavity
26.T0 talk idly and at length; chatter.
28. Floats in water,carries people or
goods

29.Lex Luthor is Superman's
nemesis

Last Week's Answers

32. Here, by Shakespeare

Who's

laSt
Week's
Scramblor
Answers

-

VAGINA
power

FEMALE
ovary

week

was it?

-

ij

t
women

The Cord
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Help fill this space with fun stuff, because it is
the Page o' Fun send ideas to
cord@wlusp.com or call 884-0710 x 3563 to
speak with the Editor-in-Chief.
-

GIVE US FUN!
cord @ wlusp.com
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House rooms for
under
has
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~B Hinh St off Hazel

self-contained 3 bedroom, L/R
Modern complete
bathroom, unfurnished.
Crop laundrv and parking Group tenancy for
No pets aHowed. Available May
-3
2005 $415/ month/person.
1 nr
Contact June Smith 416-491-1370 or cell
Dhone 416-705-5648.
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Sunday 4:oopm until 8:00pm

'

May 1 Triplex, 3 bedrooms
Fully furnished, shared kitchen and bath-

room facilities, parking available, laundry.
Cleaning lady comes 2 times per month for
bath and kitchen. Rent from $400 hydro.
+

Viewing 153 Weber St. N. Waterloo.

Call

884-4764
5 Bedroom House
Available for September. Close proximity to
WLU and close to all amenities. Parking,
laundry facilities.* (319/month/student) Call
email
888-7377
or
Mike
fastboat@golden.net.
*12 month lease $1595
"

5 Bedroom House for rent
.

Available Sept. 1. Very clean, completely
renovated. Walking distance to university.
Please call 575-1973.
~

2 Roommates wanted
-4 WLU students looking for 2 roommates.
large
parking
House
laundry, spacious bedrooms, 2 kitchens, 2
plus
common
Contact Jenn 884-4195.
"T
Summer Sublet
May 1 -August 31. New apartment on Ezra.
30 seconds to WLU. $275 monthly plus utili.

&

&

GIRLS ONLY PLEASE.

ties.

Email

walkBB2o@wlu.ca or call Melissa at 8808576.
~

"

"77

~

Summer Subleter Wanted!
24 Ezra Ave. Fabulous 6 bedroom house.
Two minute walk from campus Large common area, two full bathrooms, laundry and
parking. Beautiful porch & landscaping.
..

-

swimming, (W.S.I, preferred), golf, gymnasjj
low ropes,
CSi cheerleading, drama, high
sailing,
sports,
waterskiing,
team
painting/drawing, ceramics, silkscreen, printmaking, batik, jewelry, calligraphy, photography sculpture, guitar, aerobics, self-defense,
video, piano, other staff: administrative/driver
(21+), nurses (RNs and nursing students),
bookkeeper, mothers' helper. Interviews
March 21. Call 516-889-3217 or 1-800-2793019 or apply online at www.campwaynegirls.com.
&

diving board, fireplace, dishwasher, free
laundry and utilities included, imagine relaxing, swimming, hiking, windsurfing, and skiing only minutes from campus.. Enjoy this
resort lifestyle for only $550/ month. Call 8880519
-
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New Club & Restaurant
Opening May 2005. Accepting application for
all positions. Please mail resume with cover
letter Attn' Bar Manager 7-140 University
Ave. W., Waterloo Ontario N2L 6J3. Or apply
jn p erson to same address on March 24 or
31 i oam 2pm. Bring any Smart Serve ID!
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Burn er/DVD piayer
Josaiyn 721-3226.

DES
POSSIBILITES DE CARRIERES
x
A TEMPS PARTIEL

Be part of our team and take pride in your career.
In the Canadian Forces Army Reserve, we:
Are dedicated to serving Canada at home and abroad
Work in a challenging environment
|_
earn leadership skills

Faites partie de I equipe de la Reserve de I Armee de terre.
C'est avec dignite et fierte que nous
au service des Canadiens, autant au pays qu'a I'etranger
appeles a relever des defis passionnants
engages a developper nos competences en leadership

Take up the challenge of working in today's Army Reserve.
Just look at what we offer you!
A wide range of career opportunities
Pracfcal handson experience
Help with paying for your education
Voluntary overseas missions

Une carriere au sein de la Reserve de I'Armee de terre,
c'est bien plus qu'un simple emploi. Nous vous offrons:
de nombreuses possibilites de carrieres
ItaasiOn tfapprendre en travaillant
de vous aider a payer vos etudes
de pparticiper
a titre volontaire a des missions a I'etranger
F
8

______
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Got a foot fetish?
if you have a foot fetish, meet me at Wiifs
6ig d°"'' ,org" 10
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Bryn,
Stop using The Cord as your outlet for picking up women. I'm tired of it.
Greg, your lovely roommate
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MAINTENANT EN RECRUTEMENT!
Venez rencontrer notre recruteur,
au 550 Parkside Drive, Waterloo
(519) 888-9782

DECOUVREZ VOS FORCES
dans les forces canadiennes.
ate iii 11 in; 111, i■, i
1 800 856-8488
wot WEHSIMMEEEIM
fjffP CagggßSl
www.forces.gc.ca
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Quality Service
Quality Housing
Contact us

sommes:

U ■
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Waterloo Off-Campus Housing

.
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NOW HIRING!

STRONG. PROUD.
TODAY'S CANADIAN forces.

_

,

Visit our Recruiter at
550 Parkside Drive, Waterloo
(519) 888-9782
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PART-TIME CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
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Classroom Management Techniques
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Brick Brewing Co.
Hiring: Summer Promotions Team (parttime). Drop off resume to Brck Brewery Beer
store. 181 King St. South, Waterloo.
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Teach English in China
1 year, 6 month, and summer positions available. No TESOL required. Contact Dynamic
Travel at Rudolph Law Office. Phone: (905)
522-4839 or email trudolph@uoguelph.ca.
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e-mail: smeared.ink26@gmail.com
Dream lifestyle & accommodation!
Apartment in log cabin on private lake, only 8

F.SL Tcacher Training Courses
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$2
month
7
min. walk to wlu, 10 seconds from
downtown.
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Notes from Chief: Thanks to editors and
pa's for hard work this week. Congrats to
women's hockey especially Cindy Eadie (you
deserve that hunk o' gold from your neck).
Thanks to Rob from Campus Network for fixing that beast of an ad. Thanks to the cousin
(not mine) who puked behind me at the_wedding, i'm glad didn't get hit. Happy St. P'day
drink responsibly. Just two more. CH

Adventure!
Teach english overseas. Jobs $$ guar.
TESOL certified, 5 days in class, online correspondence. FREE info pack. 1-888-270-

Amazing Summer Sublet
May 1
Auqust 31. 3 rooms available at

fiid7s4o@wiu.ca

For Affordable and
I

-

uiMhor and dryer included, parking
rv'
washer
included.
Balcony. 2 bathrooms, large common area.
Rent $225. Call 746-4064 or email

"

Productive Notes: First, off want to thank
everyone who applied for the editorial positions last weekend. You're all very talented
and it's my sincere hope that you'll all make
a meaningful contribution to the paper next
year. For this paper, muchas gracias to Mike
for the sweet graphic, Sydney for the pics,
Janet for the usuals, Ananthan for doing a
lot, Rames for the surprise appearance and
Wil for being the black version of our in
absentia editor. 2 more to go, I'm Out! -BC

Camp Wayne for Girls
Childrens' sleep-away camp, Northeast
Pennsylvania (6/18 8/14 2005). If you love
children and want a caring, fun environment
we need Directors and Instructors for tennis,

Large well-designed kitchen, including appiiances. Call Tanya at (519) 725-2406 or (905)
824-7555 Price is negotiable. Lease as early
as April '05 Sept. '05.
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DO not GIVE UP
PFT
I pi
HELP!
GET COMP
SOME MP
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Housing

for all your housing needs.
Quality service and quality housing at
www.rentwoch.com. 747-7276.
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884-7154.

Main Help Desk Arts Building 2AI
Monday to Friday B:3oam until 4:3opm
Saturday and Sunday Closed

ItrEET WEST ONLY
$11

_

SWEET SUMMER SUBLET
3/3 bedroom apartment available,
Hardwood floors, Lots of Free Parking,
Laundry on site, A/C available in the summer for real cheap, 5 minute walk to WLU,
Big fenced in backyard: perfect for summer
keggers. $275 Utilities Included. Call Kam
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Information Technology Services Help
Desk Hours of °P eration
To serve our clients better, ITS has revised
H I De sk hours in the Torque Area as follows
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Fantastic Summer Sublet!
bathn»m, living room and
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Hiring writers and general volunteers

www.rentwoch.com
-

Accommodation for over 400 students

I

884-0710x3563
cord@wlusp.com

Basement of MacHouse Residence
Join '['he Con! Weekly

w.ntn

soihry! Applications available at duhlaurier.ca anil in the W-UJSP

office.
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Case against Agent Orange dismissed
American veterans of the Vietnam war have been
awarded compensation for damages inflicted by
Agent Orange, but a class-action case by
Vietnamese plaintiffs was dismissed
TONY FERGUSON

Staff Writer

District
U.S.
Weinstein
class

Judge Jack B.
has ruled against a
action lawsuit, filed on
behalf of millions of Vietnamese
citizens against more than thirty

companies,
including
U.S.
Dow
Chemical
and
Monsanto,
Hercules Incorporated, who
sought payment for damages suffered by Agent Orange during the
Vietnam War.
The Vietnamese plaintiffs
accused the American chemical
companies of war crimes for their
role in supplying the U.S. military with Agent Orange during
the Vietnam War. Agent Orange
is an herbicide, named for the
colour of its container, and was
used by U.S. forces to clear the
thick parts of Vietnamese jungle
used as cover by the Communist
forces.
The class action suit was
launched on behalf of millions of
Vietnamese, who have been
adversely affected, and sought a
multi-billion dollar settlement
and environmental reparations.
Weinstein decided that merely
supplying the chemical to U.S.
troops did not amount to a war
crime. "There is no basis for any
of the claims of the plaintiffs
under the domestic law of any
nation or state under any form of
international law," he stated in his
ruling. Weinstein also dismissed

the allegation that the toxins in
Agent Orange are causing birth
defects and cancer in people who
live in the regions sprayed by the

defoliant.
Despite his ruling, Weinstein
rejected the notion put forward
by the Justice Department that
the court should not be reviewing
military strategies adopted by
President John F. Kennedy and
his successors. "Presidential
powers are limited in wartime,"
he said, and then compared the
case to the post-World War II
Nuremberg trials, arguing that "in
the Third Reich, all power of the
state was centred in Hitler; yet his
orders did not serve as a defence
at Nuremberg."

"The judge missed
the point He ruled,..
that what these
defendants manufactured was not a
poison."
-William

H. Goldman,
plaintiffs lawyer

lawyer who filed the class action
suit, said "the judge missed the
point. He ruled as a matter of law
that what these defendants manufactured was not a poison, whereas even these manufacturers recognized that it was at the time."
While Weinstein compared the
case to Nuremberg, Goldman
compared the case to another war
that could be "long and difficult,
as was the Vietnam War."
spokesman,
A Monsanto
Glynn Young, agreed with
Weinstein's decision, referring to
the difficulty of a decision in a
case such as this to be accepted.
"[The ruling is] a very difficult
message for a lot of people to
understand because there's so
much emotion wrapped up in
cases like this one."
In a 1984 settlement, seven of
the same companies named in the
suit paid $180 million to U.S. war
veterans who were suffering from
health problems as a result of
exposure to Agent Orange. David
of
Cline,
a representative
American Veterans for Peace,
sympathized with the Vietnamese
plaintiffs and said that the victims

Nguyen Trong Nhan, who is
Vice-President of Vietnam's

should be treated like American
veterans since both suffered from

Association of Agent Orange
with
(VAVA),
disagreed
Weinstein's ruling and called the
decision wrong, unfair and irresponsible. He said his group is
thinking of filing an appeal.
William H. Goldman, the

the effects of the dioxin. Cline
called the American veterans to
take part in a wide-spread campaign to achieve justice for the

Vietnamese victims.
Contributed Photos

The effects of Agent Orange are well-documented and have plagued
children and Vietnamese veterans of the American war in Vietnam.

Nazi war loot to be returned by U.S. The morality of foreign
KYLE BOULDEN
Staff Writer

policy

The U.S. government and a group
of Hungarian Jews have reached
a settlement over a case of looting
and plunder that dates back to the
Second World War, dubbed the
'Gold Train Case'.
The case involved a group of
Hungarian Jews whose valuables
had been stolen by the Nazis,
which were then looted by
American soldiers in 1945. This
is the first time the U.S. government has admitted that its soldiers were involved in looting
stolen Nazi property, and it is
expected that the government
will issue an official statement.
In the closing days of WWII,
American troops intercepted a
train packed with valuables,
which had been stolen by the
Nazis from Hungarian victims of
the Holocaust. The train was on
its way from Hungary to
Switzerland, leaving just ahead of
the Soviet armies pushing westward.
The case came to light in
1999, when a commission established by then-President, Bill
Clinton, concluded that Army
officers had turned a blind eye to
the looting of the train, and had
even participated. Among the evidence presented to the commission was a virtual 'shopping list"
from an unidentified general,
who made personal requests for
many items.
The train was said to have had

Richard Togman
Staff Writer
The question of the universality
of morals and beliefs versus cultural/moral relativism is one that
has been raging for centuries in

Contributed Photo

American soldiers intercepted a Nazi 'Gold train' at the end of WWII.

24 boxcars full of stolen goods,

including jewellery, gold, oriental
rugs, and over a thousand paintings. Estimates of the value of the
goods range from $45 million to
$90 million (US).
The plaintiffs contend that
money is not the issue at hand,
but that they wish to right a historical wrong. Gideon Taylor,
executive vice president of the
Conference on Jewish Material
Claims Against Germany, a group
involved in the case, noted that
the resolution of the case was "a
symbolic acknowledgement of an
isolated and unfortunate chapter
of the Americans' role in the
Holocaust."
The settlement seems to
reflect this belief, in that the

money will not go directly to the
surviving victims. Most of the
$25.5 million dollar settlement
will go to fund social welfare
groups taking care of surviving

Hungarian

victims

of

the

Holocaust. A small portion of the
settlement will be used to set up
an archive on the affair for educa-

tional purposes.
Many of the survivors now

live in the U.S., and do not harbor
much ill will towards the country.
One survivor who now lives in
Miami, Alex Moscovic, put the
case into perspective. "I love this
country because it saved me after
the war and it gave me a wonderful life. Now I'd like it to be generous one more time and apologize to us."

the sphere of international politics. Should we base our foreign
policy on an understanding of the
universality of our beliefs or
should we respect each nation's
beliefs and actions, regardless of
how we feel about them.

The debate has recently
entered a new phase as the Bush
administration has claimed that
democracy and freedom are universal moral objectives that
should be pursued regardless of
prevailing culture or practices.
One of the many reasons given
for the invasion of Iraq was to
implant democracy into the heart
of Arabia and essentially act as a
midwife for the latent yearnings
of the Iraqi people.
Such rhetoric is not new as
colonial powers often referred to

"civilizing." Such civilizing
meant not only the "necessary
evil" of occupation, but trans-

forming
society
"heathen"
towards a European orientation
with "western" ideals and morals.

One may look upon such crusading as abhorrent, however, the
modern campaign for human
rights is based on the same premise. The notion that we all have

inalienable rights regardless of
culture, background or religion is
cut from the same cloth that
spawned the imperial quests.
Moreover, our notion of human
rights is extremely biased to a
western orientation favouring
political over economic or social
rights. Activists campaign for the
freedom of speech but do not battle for the universal right to

employment. Such workers'
rights were emphasized in the
Soviet Union over the political
rights such as freedom of speech.
Moral relativism may appear
more suitable given the uniqueness of every culture and the wish
to not impose oneself upon others. However, the repression of
the democracy advocates in
Tiananmen
Square by the
Chinese government can be interpreted as a cultural phenomenon
as Confucian culture has traditionally emphasized group harmony and duty over individual
desires and personal goals.
Similarly, the horrendous
treatment of women under the
Taliban can be seen as a cultural
-

Please see Morality, page 31
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The new standard ofrevolution
The

November of 2004 and continued
until December, marked an
important shift in the political
world. Inspired by Viktor
Yushchenko and lead by the unistudents in Kiev,
versity
Ukraine's capital, the Orange
Revolution offers an example to
the world that the will of the people can influence political
process. Are peaceful demonstrations the new standard?
In a world where military

came the Rose Revolution in
neighbouring Georgia. The people of Georgia ousted Edward
Shewarnadze with mass protests
and roses. Interestingly, on
November 23, the date of

Shewarnadze's official resignation, the Orange Revolution
kicked into high gear.
The
Orange
Revolution
sought to challenge the outcome
of Ukraine's fraudulent election
results as the people of Ukraine
gathered at Independence Square

are choosing
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as the best launch to their career.
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Advanced Care Paramedic
Computer Network Operations
Ecosystem Restoration
Environmental Management and Assessment
Event Management
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Hotel Management Systems
Human Resources Management

Interactive Multimedia
international Business Management
4 Public Relations
Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL)
Tourism Development
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WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF ARTS
GLOBAL STUDIES

THE ADELE SLATER AWARD FOR
WRITING ON WORLD PEACE

remain until this day.
The new standard for revolution seems to be a non-violent
approach sparked by the citizens
themselves. Whether Ukrainian,
Georgian or Lebanese, peaceful
solutions are finally occurring.

i

K&-

After so much violence, have we
finally learned that the best solution is a non-violent solution?
what
Hopefully,
recently
occurred in Ukraine will rekindle
faith in democracy and peace and
will have a domino effect for
nations in similar situations,
nations fraught with corruption,

The purpose of the award is to encourage and recognize
serious and skillfully written student contributions that
contribute to research and reflection on world peace and its
promotion.

There are two $500 awards, one for an essay of 3000-3500
words, and one for a shorter piece of prose or journalism,
poetry, short story, etc. (up to 1000 words). The results of the
competition will be attributed publicly and award-winners will
participate in a related event at Laurier.
This competition is open to all students undergraduate or
graduate who are registered at Wilfrid Laurier University. A
jury has been appointed by the Dean of Arts and includes
faculty members from Global Studies and English. The jury
will look for original, independent and well written
unpublished work. All submissions must be accompained by
an official entry form.
-

-

Additional information, including explanatory guidelines,
evaluation criteria, and official entry forms are available on
the Global Studies website. All entires must be submitted to
the mailbox labeled Adele Slater Award for Writing in Peace
located outside the Global Studies office, Room 3-205, Dr.
Alvin Woods Building.

The Deadline for submissions is:
31th day of March. 2005

Morality, page 30

trait that should be tolerated if we
respect the customs and beliefs of
others. For a relativist, any
attempt at promoting or enforcing
change

would

be

an

illegal/immoral assault because
that would undermine their cultural heritage.
The problem with the debate
is the notion that we can define
and specify which beliefs or customs belong to which culture. It
also assumes that culture is static
and uninfluenced by other cultures around them. The notion of
the westernization of a foreign
culture assumes that there is
something western to a practice
and that its practice in another
land is somehow a wrongheaded
invasion. '
An example is the ritual of
Suttee in pre-British India. When
a man died, his body was cremated in a pyre. The practice of
Suttee involves the wife of the
deceased throwing herself onto
her burning husband so that they
may die together. This custom
was common in India and women
were often forced to burn to death
simply because their husband had
died. This practice was banned
during British rule as the colonial
government thought it immoral,
regardless of the fact that it was a
centuries-old Indian tradition.

Today, the practice is illegal in
India and Indians regard the ceremony with the same repulsion as
do westerners.
Was the banning of the Suttee
a forced westernization of traditional Indian culture? Is India
today just an outpost for Western
cultural imperialism or has Indian
culture adapted and changed and
simply incorporated a piece of
another culture as its own?
The approach to a foreign
country and culture should not be
engaged with a violent and

jihadist attitude of moral superiority and supremacy. However,
we must follow what we believe
to be a just and honourable means
of existence. Our morals and
beliefs should guide our interactions with our neighbours, and if
we can affect change to our
notion of "better" than we have

truly accomplished something.
The removal of violent and
repressive dictatorships should be
met with zeal and a lust for what
we believe is right. We must
engage the world to represent and
fight for what we believe in
through economic, cultural and
sometimes military means. The
message of Edmund Burke must
forever echo through the corridors of our mind, "All that is necessary for the forces of evil to win
in the world is for enough good
men to do nothing."

backwardness and dictatorship.
-

Thanks to a generous bequest from the estate of Alyce
Adelaide (Adele) Slater, Wilfrid Laurier University has
inaugurated an annual student award, "The Adele Slater
Award for Writing on World Peace."

-

:

non-violent, nationwide
Orange Revolution that took
place in Ukraine during the
recent presidential elections in

cal issues, the non-violent and
highly
Orange
successful
allows
other
nations
Revolution
to realize that citizens can
become active participants by
through
demanding change
peaceful protest.
Before the Orange Revolution

■

Staff Writer

i-

at the centre of Kiev. Braving the
winter climate the country came
to a halt. The people of Ukraine
demanded
that
Viktor
acknowledged
be
as
Yushchenko
the
presidential
the winner of
race. Draped in Ukrainian flags
or anything orange, and holding
orange roses to symbolize peace,
the Ukrainian citizens did something remarkable. Garnering
international media attention, and
steadfastly holding their ground
at daily protest rallies, the people
of Ukraine forced the hand of the
corrupt government.
Lessons from the Orange
Revolution can be applied to Iraq.
Although the elections in Iraq
have taken place, it has taken the
death of many innocent people to
achieve an illusion of democracy
in Iraq. It is not possible to
impose democracy through military action. As the democraticminded people of Ukraine have
shown, true democracy can only
exist by the will of the people.
Presently, peaceful protests
continue in Lebanon for the
removal of Syrian forces. The
people of Lebanon have modeled
their protests on that of the
Orange Revolution. Avoiding
blood shed and gathered at
Martyrs' Square in Beirut for the
past three weeks, they peacefully
and patiently wait for Syrian
forces to fully withdraw from
Lebanon. Syrian forces have been
present in Lebanon since 1976,
sent there as peacekeepers during
the 1975-1990 Civil War, yet

action and violence are typically
the first response to many politi-

Lexi Stadnyk

Dallaire, from page 32

Carleton conference,
Africa Now: Untold
Stories, was co-sponsored by the
International
Canadian
Development Agency. It brought
in many African journalists and
The

called

humanitarian workers to discuss
everything from HIV and AIDS
to the environmental crisis.
But the biggest untold story
from the continent of Africa is a
simple one for Dallaire.
"The untold story of Africa is
the inability of the developed
world, the northern world, the
white world, to actually recognize it is racist," he said during
the interview. "To recognize that
it actually does set a priority on
humanity, and that essentially the
lowest priority is the black
African from a country that has
no strategic value to the northern
world."
Awel Uwihanganye travelled
from Concordia University in
Montreal for the conference.
Uwihanganye started a group
called the Forum on International
Co-operation at Concordia last
year. He said the group, which

promotes global responsibility,
hopes to host a similar conference next year.

"We

could

invite

North

African,
South
American,
American and European young

Contributed Photo

Romeo Dallaire is studying the phenomenon of child soldiers and is
trying to find a way to neutralize their threat.

people to give different ideas on
how we can discuss such issues,"

Uwihanganye said.
This year the group will spend
a month in Uganda working to
prevent the spread of HIV and
AIDS.
Giving something back is
especially
important
to
Uwihanganye, who was raised in

Uganda.
"I'm a new immigrant in
Canada and I'm quite proud to be
Canadian because of the role
Canada is taking in the world for

global responsibility and social
responsibility."
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Rwandans4cy te find justice

After three years of leading a
national boycott, the Coalition of
Immokalee Workers (CIW), a
group of •tomato pickets centred
in Florida, have come to an
agreement with Taco Bell and
parent company Yum Brands, the
largest fast food company in the
world.
The agreement effectively
doubles the price paid to pickers.
Tomato pickers, mostly migrant
labourers from South America,
are one of the most exploited

working groups in America. 'flle
average yearly income was only
$7,500 and conditions for work.ers are harsh. 'To earn just $50
(lJS), a picker has to pick two
tonnes of tomatoes.
There have also been a nUlllber of prosecutions under antislavery laws. Yum has agreed to
ensure that none of its suppliers
use indentured labourers. Yetthe
company will riot pay more for
its produce, and has ensured that
Contributed Photo
the price of its food will not rise.
Entire villages participate in the Rwandan Gacaca court syste~. These courts are trying those who
Rather, they will force their sup- participated in the genocide, but not those who orchestrated 1t.
pliers to pay the difference.
ABI BALAKRISHNAN
is flawed because the Gacaca have
him,"
says
killed
Staff Writer
courts will not consider accusa- Mukamusoni, 47. But after heartions against the Rwandan ing him testify during the Gacaca
ith thousands of people Patriotic Front (RPF). Units from court's discovery phase, which
still awaiting trial in the conquering Tutsi rebel army stretched over the last two years,
Rwanda, the courts are turning to have been accused of barbaric Mukamusoni decided to meet
a traditional form of justice, with acts of revenge and massacre.
him face to face. "He told me,
courts called Gacaca, in an effort
"If you give justice orily to 'Look, we did this because we
to bring the guilty to justice and · one group of people, I'm not sure had bad leaders who told us to
further national reconciliation.
that will have a reconciliatory kill,"' she says. "And he asked
The Rwandan government effect," says Jean-Charles Paras, for forgiveness."
hopes that the Gacaca courts will head of the Rwandan mission for
Those accused of leadership
clear out the vast quantity of Penal Reform International. roles in the killings are being
genocide cases still unattended to "Quite the contrary, actually."
UN-backed
tried
by
the
date, but the courts are not being
The government worries that International Criminal Tribunal
used to trial those accused of trying alleged RPF crimes in the for Rwanda (ICTR), which sits in
more serious crimes, such as same courts that are trying those Arusha, Tanzania, or through the
regional tensions are being inciting genocide. The latest
accused of genocide will encour- Rwandan higher court system.
heightened by the Chinese stage of Gacaca proceedings "has
Gacaca (pronounced ga-chaage claims that the Tutsi, too,
actions, while Taiwanese offi- been expected by the whole
cha), meaning grass in the local
committed genocide.
cials are adamant that China is country, by the victims of the
Still, according to the out- Kinyarwanda language, was tratrying to provoke an attack. The genocide and actually by the percome of some genocide cases, the ditionally used by village comChinese seek to restrict Taiwan's petrators as well because Gacaca
munities who would gather on a
"freedom and democracy," is ... supposed to bring healing, it Gacaca system appears to be
working. Ntirushwamaboko, a patch of grass to resolve conflicts
believes Joseph Wu,
the is supposed to bring closure and
38-year old farmer who con- among families, employing the
Taiwanese
Chairman
of it is supposed to promote unity
fessed to slaughters in the geno- heads of each household as
Mainland Affairs, and as a result, and
reconciliation,"
said cide, is now repenting. As he judges. Although there appears to
''It will be difficult to maintain Johnston Busingye, secretaryaccompanies a journalist into the be a controversy over the success
true peace and stability in the general in the Justice Ministry.
house of Febronia Mukamusoni, of this system, any amount of
Asia-Pacific region."
Having won the brief civil the sister of a man he admits to healing and reconciliation that
American officials have not war that followed the genocide,
killing, Ntirushwamaboko is wel- Gacaca can produce for Rwanda
ruled out intervention should a the current government of
will go a long way to helping the
comed with a sinile.
military conflict break out, and President Paul Kagame set the
"Five years ago, if I saw him county rebuild.
there are 85,000 American troops terms of the Gacaca trials. Many,
and I had the means, I would
currently stationed in Japan and however, feel this type of justice
South Korea.

W

Chinese threaten Taiwan
Tensions continue to rise in Asia
as the Chinese National People's
Congress (NPC) has approved a
law that authorizes the use of
military force to prevent Taiwan
from achieving formal independence.
While the NPC is a symbolic
organization, top Chinese officials are committed to the law.
The Chinese President, Hu
Jintao, warned the military to be
ready for war.
Chinese nationalists fled to
Taiwan
following
the
Communist Revolution in 1949.
Japanese officials warn that

Do you kill children who kill?
MEGAN THOMAS
Ottawa Bureau chief

.

-

The U.S. has announced plans to
cut the number of inmates in half
at its controversial prisons in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, by
sending them to countries like
Suadi Arabia, Afghanistan and
Yemen.
All of these countries are
known to use torture, but the
U.S. State Department hopes that
the threat of review will force
their allies to refrain from using
it. The. prisoner transfers, called

renditions, have been used in
past by the ClA. who have reb·
dered detaineeS to Egypt and
Syria, where allegations of torture abound.
The Guantanamo prisons
have created a continued source
of tension between the Bush
a(:}ministration, human rights
activists, and the American
courts. While the Bush administration had hoped that the prisons
would be outside of court jurisdiction, a number of recent rul. ings have smashed this hope.

OTTAWA (CUP) -- The most
effective weapon developed since
the end of the Cold War is children, says retired Canadian lieutenant-general Romeo Dallaire.
"Do you kill children who kill?"
Dallaire asked a riveted audience
of more than 300 at Carleton
University Mar. 12.
It's a choice modem soldiers
must make in an instant and live
with forever when they are fired
on by a child soldier, said
Dallaire, who spoke during a
two-day conference focused on
the challenges facing the African
continent.
Dallaire, who is studying
child soldiers through a fellowship at Harvard University, said
the international community must
recognize that there is a new
"weapons system." He said he

wants to find out why conven- soldiers. This, he said, should
tional armies haven't been able to take precedence over efforts to
adapt and render the use of child end conflicts.
"This is where the ethical
soldiers ineffective.
"How do you face the volume dilemma is: offering another
of human involvement?" he said. weapon besides children. Are
"The old'tools of war and the old children more important, in this
tools of peace aren't functioning." circumstance, than solving the
It's important to take an intellec- problem?" Dallaire siid during an
tual approach to a heart-wrench- interview following his presentaing problem like child soldiers, tion.
"I would contend that in offersaid the lieutenant-general, who
witnessed the heinous murder of ing another weapons system
800,000 during the Rwandan you're helping solve the conflict
because you're taking away a
genocide 11 years ago.
"We see all too often emotion- major factor that's a source of
al responses," said Dallaire, his continuing the conflict."
But Dallaire said United
voice faltering occasionally when
he touched on specific, violent Nations interventions have yet to
memories of Rwanda. "By doing . go down this road.
"There are gestures being
that we may be aiding and abetmade, but in regard to child solting."
Instead, Dallaire said the diers, nothing of real conseinternational community must quence," he said.
offer leaders in conflict an alter- Please see Dallaire, page 31
nati·;e weapons system to child

